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About the author of this site

My background is mathematical/musical - I won a scholarship to study mathematics at Clare college,

Cambridge, although I thought about pursuing a career as a professional musician. In the end I switched

to computer science, which is how I make my living.

Some of my amateur interests over time:

Music: I studied piano to grade VIII, violin to grade VII. I won various music competitions as a

child, and performed the 1st movement of Chopin's piano concerto #1 at a school concert. I still

play the piano, but only rarely in public.

Bridge : I played a lot of bridge while at school, competing successfully in many adult

competitions.

I played Golf almost every day at school ( Stowe school, which has a golf course ), and after

school as a member of Frilford Heath golf club, near Abingdon.

Go: I played Go (the Japanese board game) while at Cambridge, guided by Charles Matthews

(who was also my tutor, and who stimulated my interest in cosmology and fundamental physics).

I was president of CUGC. I eventually reached a grade of 2 Dan a few years after graduating.

Athletics: I ran a marathon in 3 hours 8 minutes. I ran many marathons from 1990 up to around

2000.

Triathlon : I completed an Ironman triathlon in under 12 hours.

Ultra-running : I ran many "ultra" distance events, such as the Black Mountains Roundabout, the 

Caerphilly Summits Challenge and the The Wellington Boot.

Chess: I played chess at school, being part of the winning house team on several occasions. Later

in life (around 1998-2000) I played for Gloucester City 1st team.

Cycling: In 2011, I completed the annual Gloucester 3 cities race in under 4 hours (average speed

just over 20 mph ).

Mountain biking : last winter I started riding at night, even in deep snow, in local woods. It's fun.

My siblings were or are musical, one of my sisters is a professional musician. Another of my sisters is a 

councillor in the London borough of Hounslow. My father also went to Cambridge and was a medical

doctor, as was his brother. Both served in the RAF during WWII, my uncle's obituary is here. I am proud

of the achievements of my relations, and aspire to contribute to society in my own way as I approach

retirement.

Like many people, I have had my fair share of family tragedy as well. My brother had a brain tumour,

causing paranoid schizophrenia, he became very violent. He was in and out of mental institutions for

many years and died in a road accident while I was at Cambridge. My other brother died quite young after

suffering from a degenerative brain disease. My father died from Alzheimer’s disease. A few years ago, I

nearly drowned when I was washed off a rock by a huge wave while on holiday in Majorca.

In 2011, after Amanda Knox and Raffaele Sollecito were released, I became interested in knowing the

truth about the case. I'm someone who likes to analyse things in detail. See Amanda Knox and Raffaele

Sollecito a wiki I created about that case. I have also studied other cases, to gain insight into miscarriages
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of justice.

I am not paid in any way for any of the victims of injustice I support. 

If he had another motive, I am sure it would never disgrace him. Elizabeth Bennett, Pride and Prejudice.
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Alternate Theory | Why is the alternate theory wrong | See also 

Alternate Theory

There are two alternate theories of the crime ( with Debra being innocent ).

I will call the second version the "Jim Styers" version, since in this theory Jim Styers is almost innocent.

1. Debra refuses to loan Scott $250 he needed, saying "she was not a bank".

2. Styers picks up Christopher, and instead of going to see Santa, they go to the desert and do some

shooting.

3. After four practice shots are fired, on a sudden impulse (resentment against Debra), Scott shoots

Christopher.

4. Scott threatens Styers, saying he will shoot him if he does not provide an alibi.

5. They drive into town, Styers sets up the alibi.

6. Scott confesses under pressure, but soon after stops telling the truth, and makes "self-serving

statements".

7. Scott refuses a plea bargain.

Under this theory, Jim Styers is innocent, apart from acceding to Roger Scott's threat.

Why is the alternate theory wrong

Ok, what is wrong with this theory? It does seem superficially plausible, and all the elements are I believe factually correct.

The problem is that it lacks consistency, and is in conflict with other evidence and facts.

1. The motive is insufficient. Resentment at being refused a loan is not a motive for murder. I expect Roger Scott was often refused loans.

 2. A real motive for murder is often sexual, and Jim Styers had a very strong motive, see Motive.

 3. Especially notable is that Debra was leaving Jim Styers - this is the trigger for domestic violence murder.

 4. If Debra was not involved (which we agree on), how was Roger planning on getting the $250 ?

 5. The fact that Jim Styers refuses to talk. If he was (almost) innocent, he would testify against Scott (interviews and at trial).

 6. It's very unlikely that Scott would break, lead the police to the murder, and then change course, and start telling very subtle lies.

 7. Scott refused a plea bargain - not the action of someone who knows himself to have been seriously involved.

 8. It's not very credible that Styers would incriminate himself (by setting up a false alibi) just because Scott threatened him.

 9. Jim Styers confessed all to Timothy Ring, see Timothy Ring

I hope this is clear, please ask if any questions.

Note: Paul Hueble and three other credible, independent people agree with this.

Apparently Frankie, Debra, Debra's mother, and people who have read Frankie's site, may believe this

alternate "Jim Styers is innocent" theory.

This is I think because they are too close to Debra and Jim Styers, his lies and deception have taken root,

so they cannot see the truth.

Debra's attorneys have been diplomatic.
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See also

Motive which is I believe the correct theory of the crime.

Timothy Ring which documents Jim Styers recent confession. "If I come up and say anything now, that’s just guaranteeing my own execution".

Further discussion at http://www.injusticeanywhereforum.com/viewtopic.php?p=115559#p115559
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168084994-Saldate-Report-page1.pdf

168085001-Saldate-report-page-2.pdf
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Debra Milke - the lies of Jim Styers

The case of Debra Milke has run on for many years. Amazingly, the many misconceptions can be traced

to just one man, Jim Styers. The case is unusual, in that Jim Styers lied not just after the murder but before. That caused a tangled web of confusion lasting 23 years. The key to the case is to understand that JIm Styers lied to his accomplice, Roger Scott. Jim Styers was cunning and inventive. He thought up a cunning alibi scheme, but he needed an accomplice. Jim Styers persuaded Roger Scott to help him. 

Jim Styers told Roger Scott at least two lies: 

(1) That Debra wanted Christopher, her much loved son, to be killed.

(2) That Debra had been with him previously to murder Christopher, but they hadn't carried it out.

Now a tragic set of consequences for Debra ensued. After Christopher went missing, and Jim Styers

claimed that Roger Scott was his alibi, the police rapidly became suspicious. They put pressure on Scott, who confessed to being present at the murder. Scott then gave a truthful confession. He told the police that Jim Styers had told him that Debra wanted Christopher dead. Roger Scott was telling the

truth, but what the police failed to spot was that Jim Styers had lied to Roger Scott.

Now, step forward Armando Saldate,the crooked lead detective. Saldate interrogated Debra, and claimed that she had confessed to him.

And that was it, the die was cast, and Debra lost not only her son but nearly 24 years of her life.
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From Facebook site.

Good Afternoon Everyone: We attended today's Simpson Hearing to determine whether Debra can be

released on bond this morning in Judge Mroz' court. It proceeded with both sides making their arguments

additional to the preceding Motions, and adding exhibits to the court for review. Arguments on both sides

went pretty much according to expectations but the session ended with another 'bizarre' appearance by

Mark 'Arizona' Milke. For whatever legal reason he was allowed to address the court at the conclusion of

arguments and once again bewildered the Judge and all attendees. (I will talk about his testimony later).

The state opened and argued that 'The evidence and conviction has not changed since the original trial.'

They submitted exhibits that included the trial testimony of witnesses from that trial including Detective

Saldate. They tried to argue that the hearings in Federal Court by Judge Broomfield contained all the

information about Saldate and Broomfield's ruling that he found Saldate more credible than Debra should

be honored. They also brought up the PCR and Rule 20 ruling by the original presiding judge, Cheryl

Hendrick. The referenced some letters between Debra and a pen pal in the early 90's that would implicate

Debra by showing how "she manipulated" men. The interviewed Roger Scott and now will not use him as

a witness in the new trial. Seems he told them he couldn't remember much as it happened so long ago and

he got most of his story from Jim Styers. They reached into issues that will be argued at the Suppression

Hearing later to make some points including testimony of Saldate from the original trial.They told the

judge the 9thCC had no authority to do with how Arizona conducts rules of evidence and in their opinion

Scott and STyers had no reason to kill Christopher so they must have been put up to it by Debra. They

contend that Styers shot the boy and we totally disagree with that. But they can't change their opinion

now as it would destroy their case by contradicting themselves. They noted that the 9th CC did not

suppress the confession so it should be allowed in and they. In their opinion Debra 'confessed' to the

killing and she is guilty as charged.

Then Debra's attorney Mike Kimerer made his arguments - and to be honest and objective - totally shot

them down big time! He pointed out that almost all the evidence is different today than it was 24 years

ago. He cited excerpts from the 9th CC opinion that strongly questioned the validity and charges against

her. As to Rule 20 the 9th CC strongly criticized Judge Hendrix' decision and stated she erred in her

ruling by 'grossly misapplying' the law. He cited that the 9th CC was critical of the Federal Judge in his

interpretations and not considering issues that should have entered into his opinion. He summed up his

arguments by saying that the evidence today is not strong and Debra should be allowed out on bond and

end this 24 year period of wrongful incarceration. When asked by the Judge what he felt what the bond

should be he recommended $50,000 and other conditions that we would expect.

The State next came back and stated that the misconduct by Saldate should not be considered. The

'exchange of sex for leniency' in 1973 was 40 years ago, and too long ago, and the charges by the latest

act in 2010 committed to Belinda Reynolds should be disregarded because she has mental problems, is a

known prostitute and it was a year or so before she came forward. Since Saldate was never charged in

either case they should be disregarded. They then said they felt a bond should be set at $5 million. They

argued it was easy to get out of the country, has contacts and family overseas and since she is facing a

death penalty had every reason to skip town. Enough said!!

Then Mark 'Arizona' Milke was allowed to address the court. His words and accusations were so bizarre a

'what the hell' immediately came to mind. He tried to introduce some items but the judge told him only
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material related to a bond could be used. He then told the judge 'that the Nazi's had a railroad to South

America and it may still be around'; 'She had numerous contacts out of the country to help her'; 'Had a

propaganda operation spreading lies through Facebook, websites, etc.'; her propaganda person was

present (referring to webmaster) along with his co-hort (me)!' and that we supposedly had 'access to

millions of money in Swiss bank accounts, etc.' He then told the Judge 'she (Debra) is a danger to herself';

she is an alcoholic and drug abuser like he was' and she suffered from 'borderline personality disorder' so

she was a threat to herself and others. When the Judge asked him did he think she should be released on

bond he said 'no'! He ten told the Judge that he intended to file a $4 billion lawsuit against the State and

county whenever she was released and that $5 million was nothing compared to what he was going to do.

He could bankrupt the State so don't think he is not serious. He also said he was going to sue the team

members who were involved in her defense. The Judge thanked him and cut him off from any more

declarations and the court was adjourned. The attendees and the press were again quite stunned but it

happened, was allowed to happen, and once again he switched sides and attacked this week. Everybody

left the court just shaking their heads and didn't see any media type talking to him so will see what the

local news shows later tonight. A most interesting session to say the least.

The Judge took all the material submitted and arguments under advisement and will rule next week. We

will let you know when we hear from the court.

Debra looked good today, and other than being stunned by Mark's comments carried herself very well.

She sends her regards to all and thanks you for your continued support.
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Bill Montgomery knows nothing at all.

Neither does Rick Romley.
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Follow Debra Milke News on Twitter

Date Time Event

11/18/2002 0:00 Evidentiary Hearing Re: Pcr

4/28/2003 11:00 Telephonic Conference

7/17/2013 11:00 Status Conference

8/1/2013 13:30 Evidentiary Hearing

8/23/2013 15:00 Oral Argument

8/30/2013 9:00 Oral Argument

9/23/2013 8:30 Pre-Trial Conference

9/30/2013 8:30 Trial

 As of 4 August 2013.

See Minute entries for further details.

Calendar as of 13 Dec 2013:

Date Time Event

11/18/2002 0:00 Evidentiary Hearing Re: Pcr

4/28/2003 11:00 Telephonic Conference

7/17/2013 11:00 Status Conference

8/1/2013 13:30 Evidentiary Hearing

8/12/2013 10:30 Telephonic Conference

8/23/2013 15:00 Oral Argument

8/30/2013 9:00 Oral Argument
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9/3/2013 13:30 Oral Argument

9/4/2013 13:30 Oral Argument

9/12/2013 15:30 Status Conference

9/23/2013 8:30 Pre-Trial Conference

9/23/2013 13:30 Pre-Trial Conference

9/23/2013 13:30 Oral Argument

9/23/2013 13:30 Status Conference

9/24/2013 13:30 Oral Argument

9/25/2013 13:30 Oral Argument

9/26/2013 13:30 Oral Argument

9/27/2013 13:30 Oral Argument

9/30/2013 8:30 Trial

12/6/2013 13:30 Evidentiary Hearing

12/13/2013 13:30 Evidentiary Hearing

1/13/2014 13:30 Evidentiary Hearing

1/14/2014 13:30 Evidentiary Hearing

1/15/2014 13:30 Evidentiary Hearing

1/16/2014 13:30 Evidentiary Hearing

1/17/2014 13:30 Evidentiary Hearing

1/23/2015 8:30 Pre-Trial Conference

2/2/2015 10:30 Trial
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Debra Milke was convicted in October 1990 of the murder of her son Christopher. It was not alleged that

she was present, merely that she had wanted the murder to be carried out.

Debra had no history of violence, but she did have an abusive ex-husband, the father of Christopher. Debra had sought protection from Jim

Styers, a Vietnam veteran, who had terrible experiences -. shooting women and children in case they were wired with explosives, thrown from a jeep, landing on his head and suffering brain damage that put him in a coma for months. On coming round he'd forgotten not only who he was but also how to walk and talk. Months of rehabilitation had followed before he was able to return to civilian life, permanently psychologically disabled. Debra had apparently become suspicious of Jim Styers, and was planning to move to her own home.

Debra was eligible for the death penalty by reason of a $5,000 insurance policy on her son. However, this policy was simply part of a standard insurance policy provided by her employer, and there was no evidence that she was aware of it.

The prosecutor evidently knew he had a thin case, he admitted as such, everything depended on an

alleged confession, taken with no other officers present, no tape recording (even though interviews of the

other suspects were recorded), notes which the officer later destroyed, and no signature. Journalist Paul Hueble had interviewed Debra just hours after her alleged confession, and suspected the confession was false, as Debra

denied having confessed at all.

On March 14, 2013, the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit threw out Debra's conviction. Her rights had been violated by the failure to turn over Saldate's personnel file to the defense. That file detailed a long history of misconduct, including eight cases where confessions, indictments or convictions were thrown out because Saldate either lied under oath or violated the suspects' rights during interrogations. In his concurring opinion, the Chief Judge wrote that he "would set aside the conviction on the separate ground that it relied on an illegally-obtained confession that probably never occurred".

Today (30,August 30 2013), there will be a Simpson hearing and and a hearing on Debra's motion to suppress this confession at retrial. 

In closing prosecutor Noel Levy argued

"Now, as she told Detective Saldate, the reason that she decided to have her son killed is for this reason: She didn't want him to grow up to be like Mark Milke. And it isn't that she didn't love the child, it's that God would take care of

the child. She would simply have this child's life ended, having prejudged him, have him terminated, and then he would go up to heaven and God would take care of him.."

Is fear that a 5 year old child might grow up to resemble his father a plausible motive for murder,

regardless of religious belief?

Nearly 24 years have passed since Christopher was murdered by Jim Styers, and many months since the

conviction was over-turned on March 14, 2013.

Debra remains deprived of her liberty in Estrella Jail, Maricopa County, Arizona.

For more information about the case, please see http://debra-milke.wikispaces.com

( Published at http://groundreport.com/debra-milke-closing-argument/ )
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Michael D. Kimerer

Lori L. Voepel
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Michael K Jeanes, Clerk of Court

Electronically Filed ***

M. Martin, Deputy

10/30/2013 6:19:04 PM

Filing ID 5530249

Michael D. Kimerer, Bar #002492

KIMERER & DERRICK, P.C.

1313 East Osborn, Suite 100Phoenix, Arizona 85014Telephone: (602) 279-5900Facsimile: (602) 

264-5566mdk@kimerer.com

Lori L. Voepel, Bar #015342

JONES, SKELTON & HOCHULI, P.L.C.

2901 North Central Avenue, Suite 800Phoenix, Arizona 85012

Telephone: (602) 263-7312

Fax: (602) 200-7807lvoepel@jshfirm.comminuteentries@jshfirm.com

Attorneys for Defendant Debra Jean Milke

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF ARIZONA

COUNTY OF MARICOPA

STATE OF ARIZONA, NO. CR1989-012631

Plaintiff, MOTION TO DISMISS ON

DOUBLE JEOPARDY GROUNDS

v.

DEBRA JEAN MILKE,

Defendant.

(Oral Argument Requested)

(Assigned to the Honorable RosaMroz)

Defendant Debra Jean Milke, through counsel, moves this Court to dismiss the charges against her

pursuant to the Double Jeopardy Clause of the Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution, and

Art. II, § 10 to the Arizona Constitution. Under Pool v. Superior Court, 139 Ariz. 98, 677 P.2d 261

(1984), and State v. Minnitt, 203 Ariz.

431, 55 P.3d 774 (2002), retrial is barred as a result of the knowing and intentional misconduct by the

Maricopa County Attorney’s Office in withholding critical impeachment evidence from the defense
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during Ms. Milke’s initial trial and throughout her appeals process. This Motion is supported by the

attached Memorandum of Points and Authorities.

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES

I. INTRODUCTION

As the Ninth Circuit and this Court both found, the only direct evidence linking Ms. Milke to her son’s

murder is her purported “confession” to Detective Saldate. Milke v. Ryan, 711 F.3d 998, 1018 (9th Cir.

2013); 9/5/13 MEO Ruling at 1. Saldate’s credibility was central at Milke’s 1990 trial, and the State’s

failure to disclose impeachment evidence of his misconduct was a clearly improper method used to

convict. The Maricopa County Attorney’s Office (MCAO) engaged in intentional and knowing

misconduct by its prosecutors’ breach of their duty to disclose known, favorable impeachment evidence,

and their deliberate withholding of evidence from other cases where Saldate had lied under oath or

engaged in other forms of blatantly unconstitutional misconduct. In particular, the State failed to disclose

multiple cases where Saldate had violated individuals’ Fifth Amendment rights under Miranda by

ignoring invocations of the right to counsel and right to remain silent. Each of these cases involved

MCAO, which was “intimately familiar with Saldate’s pattern of misconduct.” Milke at 1017.

This intentional and knowing misconduct extended from Ms. Milke’s first trial all the way through her

state and federal appeals. The Ninth Circuit Opinion details how the evidence was intentionally withheld

until the federal habeas proceedings and, even then, some remained withheld. Id. at 1001. “This is not a

situation where the record was incomplete because of anything [Milke] did or failed to do. Id. at 1007.

“The prosecution had an ‘inescapable’ constitutional obligation under Brady and Giglio to produce the

evidence.” Id. Its failure to do so resulted in “evidence that was materially incomplete due to the

prosecution’s misfeasance,” which “fatally undermined” the state court’s fact-finding process. Id. Because

Ms. Milke’s capital conviction was reversed as result of knowing misconduct by the State and not by any

actions of her own, her retrial is barred by the Double Jeopardy Clause of the United States and Arizona

Constitutions.

II. FACTS RELEVANT TO DOUBLE JEOPARDY

On March 14, 2013, after having served over 23 years of incarceration for the 1989 murder of her

4-year-old son (22 years on death row), Ms. Milke’s convictions and sentences were overturned by the

Ninth Circuit. In reversing Milke’s convictions, the Ninth Circuit held that MCAO, in violation of

Brady/Giglio, remained “unconstitutionally silent” instead of disclosing information about Saldate’s

history of misconduct and accompanying court orders and disciplinary actions, which could have been

used by the defense to impeach Saldate at the 1990 suppression hearing and trial. The Court charged

MCAO with knowledge of Saldate’s disciplinary history:

The state is charged with the knowledge that there was impeachment material in Saldate’s personnel file.

After all, the state eventually produced some of this evidence in federal habeas proceedings and has never

claimed that it could not have disclosed it in time for Milke’s trial.

There can be no doubt that the state failed in its constitutional obligation of producing this material

without any request by the defense.
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Milke, 711 F.3d at 1016 (emphasis added). As to Saldate’s misconduct in interrogations and under oath,

the Ninth Circuit also found MCAO knew about and had an obligation to disclose that information,

stating:

The state also had an obligation to produce the documents showing Saldate’s false and misleading

statements in court and before grand juries, as well as the documents showing the Fifth Amendment and

Fourth Amendment violations he committed during interrogations. The prosecutor’s office no doubt knew

of this misconduct because it had harmed criminal prosecutions. The police must have known too.

Id. (emphasis added). The Ninth Circuit then laid out how MCAO must have known about Saldate’s

pattern of misconduct, starting with the Jones case:

Indeed, the timing of the suppression order in Jones underscores the cavalier attitude of the Maricopa

County Attorney’s Office toward its constitutional duty to disclose impeachment evidence. The

prosecution argued against the Jones suppression motion on November 16, 1990, and lost, resulting in the

suppression of the murder confession. The prosecutor’s office then began preparing for a second hearing,

which would determine whether key physical evidence – “the body, shell casings, and shovel” – would

also be suppressed. All this was happening between the time of Milke’s conviction on October 12, 1990,

and her sentencing on January 18, 1991. That means even as Milke’s attorney was working hard to stave

off a death sentence and win a new trial or judgment notwithstanding the verdict, the prosecutor’s office

and the police were actively dealing with Saldate’s misconduct in another murder case.

Id. at 1016-1017 (citing State v. Jones, No CR 90-05217 (Super.Ct. 1990) & (Super.Ct.1992)).

The Ninth Circuit described how MCAO also knew about Saldate’s misconduct in the King and Mahler

cases, as both were handled by the same prosecutor as in Jones:

When the Jones court suppressed the murder confession, this must surely have reminded the Maricopa

County Attorney's Office and the Phoenix Police Department of Saldate's propensity to commit

misconduct. Indeed, Paul Rood, the prosecutor in Jones, was also the prosecutor in King, where in June

1990, Saldate had been caught in a lie about violating Miranda. And, at about the same time as King,

Rood also received a suppression motion in State v. Mahler, a Saldate case in which the defendant made

what the Arizona Court of Appeals called “an unequivocal invocation to remain silent.”

Id. at 1017 (citing State v. King, CR 90-00050 (Super.Ct. 1990), and State v. Mahler, No. 1 CA–CR

90–1890 (Ct.App. 1992)) (emphasis added).

Because the Mahler decision didn’t issue until 1992, the Court didn’t count it as Brady material, but still

found that:

[T]he suppression motion, filed on May 30, 1990, came just about the time that Rood was handling

Saldate's misconduct in King. The fact that Rood was litigating yet another instance of Saldate's

misconduct in the summer of 1990—albeit one where the trial court went the state's way, before being

reversed—is all the more reason to conclude that Rood and his colleagues in the Maricopa County

Attorney's Office were intimately familiar with Saldate's pattern of misconduct.

And, as the state absorbed the loss of the Jones confession in November 1990 and prepared arguments to

save the physical evidence in Jones from suppression, it must have occurred to Rood or someone in the

prosecutor's office or the police department (or both) that Saldate was also the key witness in the

high-profile case against Debra Milke—a case where the defendant was still at trial, actively fighting for

her life. Yet no one saw fit to disclose this or any of the other instances of Saldate's misconduct to Milke's

lawyer.
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Id. at 1017 (emphasis added).

The State’s knowledge of Saldate’s misconduct in these and other cases also could have been discovered

through Saldate’s personnel file. As the Ninth Circuit observed, Saldate’s 1989 evaluation (one of two

evaluations turned over in 2001 pursuant to the district court’s order) listed six high-profile cases Saldate

handled. Id. Had the State fulfilled its constitutional obligation to turn over Brady/Giglio evidence, Ms.

Milke could have discovered in the personnel file yet additional cases “so corrupted by Saldate’s

misconduct that they were unfit for court.” Id. In granting habeas relief, the Ninth Circuit added that

“[t]he prosecution did its best to impugn Milke’s credibility. It wasn’t entitled at the same time, to hide the

evidence that undermined Saldate’s credibility.” Id. at 1019. It is this intentional and knowing misconduct

by MCAO that forms the basis for this Motion to Dismiss the charges against Ms. Milke on double

jeopardy grounds.

III. RE-TRIAL OF MILKE IS BARRED BY THE DOUBLE

JEOPARDY CLAUSE OF THE UNITED STATES AND

ARIZONA CONSTITUTIONS.

A.The Double Jeopardy Clause Bars Re-Trial When There Is Intentional

And Pervasive Misconduct By The Prosecution.

1. The Oregon And Pool Standards.

Whether double jeopardy bars a retrial is a question of law for the Court. State v. Moody, 208 Ariz. 424,

438, 94 P.3d 1119, 1132 (2004). The Double Jeopardy Clause of the Fifth Amendment to the U.S.

Constitution, and under Art. II, § 10 of the Arizona Constitution, protects criminal defendants from

multiple prosecutions for the same offense. Minnitt, 203 Ariz. at 437, 55 P.3d at 780. The Double

Jeopardy Clause goes even further, however, to “protect[] a defendant from multiple attempts by the

government, with its vast resources, ‘to convict an individual for an alleged offense, thereby subjecting

him to embarrassment, expense and ordeal and compelling him to live in a continuing state of anxiety and

insecurity...’” Id. (quoting Green v. United States, 355 U.S. 184, 187 (1957)).

Retrial is generally not barred by double jeopardy if the defendant is the one who moves for the mistrial

or to have the conviction overturned. United States v. Dinitz, 424 U.S. 600, 607 (1976). The United States

Supreme Court has noted exceptions to this rule, however, including where “the conduct giving rise to the

successful motion for mistrial was intended to provoke the defendant into moving for a mistrial.” Oregon

v. Kennedy, 456 U.S. 667, 679 (1982). In evaluating whether the prosecutor’s misconduct was intended to

provoke the defendant into moving for mistrial, a trial court can infer “the existence or nonexistence of

intent from objective facts and circumstances …” Id. at 675; see also Powell, J., concurring in the

plurality at 679-680 (“Because ‘subjective’ intent often may be unknowable, I emphasize that a court-in

considering a double jeopardy motion-should rely primarily upon the objective facts and circumstances of

the particular case.”). On remand, the Oregon Supreme Court developed a slightly different formulation
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for barring retrial under the Oregon state constitution. State v. Kennedy, 666 P.2d 1316, 1325 (Or. 1983).

Under Oregon’s test, retrial is barred when the prosecution “either intends or is indifferent to the resulting

mistrial or reversal.”

Id. at 1326.

Like Oregon, the Arizona Supreme Court has adopted a somewhat broader standard in applying the

Double Jeopardy Clause under the Arizona Constitution. See Pool, 139 Ariz. at 105, 677 P.2d at 268.

Pool held that double jeopardy attaches when:

(1) Mistrial is granted because of improper conduct or actions by the prosecutor;

(2) Such conduct is not merely the result of legal error, negligence, mistake, or insignificant impropriety,

but, taken as a whole, amounts to intentional conduct which the prosecutor knows to be improper and

prejudicial, and which he pursues for any improper purpose with indifference to a significant resulting

danger of mistrial or reversal; and

(3) The conduct causes prejudice to the defendant which cannot be cured by means short of a mistrial.

Id. at 108-09, 677 P.2d at 271-72. In Pool, the Court found double jeopardy attached after the prosecution

forced a mistrial by asking a series of egregious and improper questions of the defendant on

cross-examination. 139 Ariz. at 109, 677 P.2d at 272. The Court found that the prosecutor committed

intentional and knowing misconduct with indifference to prejudicing the defendant, after which the State

sought to amend the indictment to contain the correct charge. Id. at 101, 677 P.2d at 264.

2. Cases Extending Pool to Reversals and Appeals.

In 2000, the Arizona Supreme Court expanded Pool by holding that double jeopardy does not require a

mistrial to have resulted from the prosecutorial misconduct; it can alternatively attach following reversal

on appeal. State v. Jorgenson, 198 Ariz. 390, 392, 10 P.3d 1177, 1179 (2000) (“Surely a defendant whose

mistrial motion was erroneously denied ... should have the same constitutional protection as one whose

motion was correctly granted ...”). It relied on the Hawaii Supreme Court’s rationale that “application of

double jeopardy was required after reversal because egregious prosecutorial misconduct denied the

defendant a fair trial.” Jorgenson, 198 Ariz. at 392, 10 P.3d at 1179 (citing State v. Rogan, 984 P.2d 1231,

1250 (Hi. 1999)). The Jorgenson Court also looked to other states that have expanded their application of

double jeopardy in this manner. See, e.g., Commonwealth v. Smith, 615 A.2d 321, 322-23 (Pa. 1992)

(double jeopardy barred retrial following reversal of conviction based upon prosecutor’s violations of

Brady for withholding exculpatory evidence, even though no mistrial motion was ever made); State v.

Colton, 663 A.2d 339, 347 (Conn. 1995) (clandestine misconduct causing ultimate reversal on appeal

invoked double jeopardy).

3. The Minnitt Case

In 2002, the Arizona Supreme Court explained that, under Pool, the Double Jeopardy Clause bars
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re-prosecution of a criminal defendant when there is “[i]ntentional and pervasive misconduct on the part

of the prosecution to the extent that the trial is structurally impaired …” Minnitt, 203 Ariz. at 438, 55

P.3d at 781. The Court then expanded Pool’s application, holding that “[t]he protections afforded by the

double jeopardy clause do not turn on whether the state’s overreaching is apparent during trial.” Id. at

439, 55 P.3d at 782. Thus, it is not even necessary for the defense to have moved for mistrial based upon

prosecutorial misconduct in order for double jeopardy to attach when the misconduct becomes clear on

appeal. Id. That is because a prosecutor’s duty is to ensure that every defendant receives a fair trial. Id. at

440, 55 P.3d at 783. “[A] prosecutor has an obligation not only to prosecute with diligence, but to seek

justice. He must refrain from all use of improper methods designed solely to obtain a conviction.” Id.

(citing State v. Bible, 175 Ariz. 549, 600, 858 P.2d 1152, 1203 (1993)).

Thus, where a prosecutor ... engages in egregious conduct clearly sufficient to require a mistrial but

manages to conceal his conduct until after trial, the same circumstance is presented as in Pool and

Jorgensen and the same reasoning applies. Concealment of a prosecutor’s serious misdeeds throughout

the trial should not expose the defendant to multiple trials. ‘This is exactly what the double jeopardy

provision was intended to prevent.’ Minnitt at 439, 55 P.3d at 782 (quoting Jorgenson, 198 Ariz. at 392,

10 P.3d at 1179)).

In Minnitt, the Court had to determine whether the prosecution’s knowing and repeated misleading of the

jury as to the credibility of a witness rose to the level of misconduct sufficient to invoke the Double

Jeopardy Clause and bar retrial of the defendant. The defendant had been tried three times for homicide,

and the case hinged on the credibility of Mr. Woods, an inmate-turned-informant, as to the defendant’s

alleged confession. Id. at 435, 55 P.3d at 778. In particular, it hinged on whether the lead detective,

Detective Godoy, had learned of the defendant’s identity through Mr. Woods, or if he had prior

knowledge of the defendant’s identity and “fed” that information to the informant prior to the untaped

interview between the informant and defendant. Id.

According to the court, “[i]f Godoy was indeed the source, Woods’ testimony would not have helped the

state ... [and] the state’s case would be significantly weakened because no direct or physical evidence

connected Minnitt to the crime ... Id. The detective had continually testified that he learned of the

defendant’s identity through Mr. Woods, but it later became clear that he, in fact, knew the defendant’s

identity at least 2 weeks prior to the alleged confession to Woods and had lied about the circumstances

underlying his knowledge and his participation in the confession. Id. This created serious doubt as to

whether the detective had also lied about Mr. Woods’ account of the confession. Id.

The Minnitt Court found prosecutors had taken steps to “destroy the defense’s claim that Godoy himself

… was the source, and that Godoy had fed Woods the three names during the untaped interview.” 203

Ariz. at 435, 55 P.3d at 778. It noted the

record was “replete” with evidence showing the prosecutor was aware the testimony was false and

continued to mislead the jury knowing of its falsity. Id. Even after the first trial where clear misconduct

was found, the prosecutor continued to rely on the detective’s testimony in the 1997 retrial. Id. at 436, 55

P.3d at 779. The Court called this a pattern of misconduct in which “[t]he prosecutor knowingly and

repeatedly misled the jury ...” Id. at 339, 55 P.3d at 782. The Court concluded that the prosecutorial

misconduct barred retrial of the defendant under the Double Jeopardy Clause. Id. at 440, 55 P.3d at 783.

B. Applying Pool and Minnitt Shows That a Retrial of Ms. Milke is
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Barred.

In this case, the Ninth Circuit Opinion literally spells out the knowing and intentional misconduct by

MCAO. Applying the three-part test under Pool and Minnitt demonstrates that, based upon this

misconduct, Ms. Milke’s case must be dismissed with prejudice to protect her constitutional right against

double jeopardy.

1.

Ms. Milke’s Conviction Was Reversed Because Of Improper Conduct And Actions By The Prosecution.

The first prong of the Pool test looks at whether the mistrial/reversal was based upon the improper

conduct and actions of the prosecution, or was at the direction or desire of the defendant. Pool, 139 Ariz.

at 108-09, 677 P.2d at 271-72. It is clear throughout the Ninth Circuit Opinion that reversal was based

upon misconduct of MCAO in failing to provide the defense the required Brady/Giglio material. See, e.g.,

Milke, 711 P.3d at 1016-1017. The U.S. Supreme Court has repeatedly held that the prosecution is

required to turn over all exculpatory evidence, including impeachment, to the defense. Brady v.

Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963); Giglio v. United States, 405 U.S. 150 (1972). Here, the prosecution’s

failure to turn over evidence that could have been used to impeach the sole witness linking Ms. Milke to

this crime, Detective Saldate, violated Milke’s right to a fair trial. As the Ninth Circuit noted, the

prosecution withheld this evidence all the way through Ms. Milke’s appeals, until the federal court

ordered its disclosure and, even then, much of the evidence remained withheld. Milke, 711 F.3d at 1001.

“The state made no mention of any of [the exculpatory] evidence, even though (or perhaps because) a

critical question in Milke’s case was whether Saldate ignored Milke’s request for an attorney.” Id. at

1009.

Ms. Milke complained during her initial trial that Brady and Giglio information was being withheld

regarding Saldate’s record, yet she was repeatedly denied access to such material. Milke, 711 P.3d at

1003. Even after Ms. Milke specifically requested the information from the State (which she wasn’t even

required to do), Ms. Milke was denied access to this vital impeachment evidence. Milke even subpoenaed

Saldate’s personnel file, but the State refused to provide the required Brady/Giglio information and

instead moved to quash the subpoena to avoid having its key witness discredited by the known acts of

misconduct prominent within his record. Id. at 1004, 1007. And this is not the only Brady/Giglio

information the State failed to disclose:

Milke’s prosecutor failed to turn over impeachment evidence about the key witness, whose testimony was

essential to the case. The undisclosed evidence included court orders from state judges who had taken

action against the prosecution in numerous cases because of Saldate’s false statements under oath as well

as the Miranda and other constitutional violations he committed during the interrogations.

Milke, 711 F.3d at 1006. Unfortunately for Ms. Milke, the trial court judge did not order the prosecution

to turn over the records, because she “failed to apprehend” their import and misapplied federal law. Id. at

1006-1010.

Milke also complained throughout her post-conviction proceedings that the state had engaged in

“repeated instances of prosecutorial misconduct” by failing to disclose evidence in a timely manner, thus

denying her “‘due process, a fair trial, and a reliable sentencing determination.’” Milke, 711 F.3d at 1005.

Milke even reminded the post-conviction judge (who was also the trial judge) that “egregious misconduct
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occurs where the prosecutor’s manipulation of evidence is likely to have an important effect on the jury’s

determination.” Id. And she attached numerous documents from other cases in which Saldate had

committed misconduct, none of which had been disclosed by the State at trial. Id. at 1004. Despite what

the Ninth Circuit called this “trove” of undisclosed impeachment evidence, “the post conviction court

rejected Milke’s claim that she’d been denied access to impeachment material.” Id. at 1005. Milke again

raised the impeachment evidence claim when she petitioned the Arizona Supreme Court to review the

denial of post-conviction relief, which was summarily denied. Id.

The Ninth Circuit Opinion leaves no doubt that the information of Saldate’s prior misconduct should have

been disclosed to Ms. Milke and her defense team for her initial trial, as well as her sentencing and appeal

phases, yet “the state remained unconstitutionally silent.” Id. at 1003. This is not “a situation where the

record was incomplete because of anything [Milke] did or failed to do. The prosecution had an

‘inescapable’ constitutional obligation under Brady and Giglio to produce the evidence.” Id. at 1007. The

failure of the State to disclose this exculpatory evidence “induced a defect that [caused the Court] to

‘more than merely doubt whether the process operated properly.’” Id. (quoting Taylor v. Maddox, 366

F.3d 992, 1000 (9th Cir. 2004)).

The Ninth Circuit Opinion establishes that Ms. Milke is not being retried due to any action of her own.

She is being retried due to misconduct and constitutional violations committed by the prosecution during

her initial trial, which has continued through the present. Thus, the first prong under the Pool/Minnitt test

is satisfied.

2.

The Conduct Was Not The Result Of Legal Error, Negligence, Or Mistake But Instead Amounts To

Intentional Conduct Known By The Prosecution To Be Improper And Prejudicial.

The second prong of the Pool test is whether the improper conduct leading to the retrial was the result of

intentional acts of misconduct or mere legal error, negligence, or mistake by the State. Pool, 139 Ariz. at

108-09, 677 P.2d at 271-272. As to this prong too, the Ninth Circuit Opinion is replete with examples of

how MCAO knew of the information regarding Detective Saldate and failed to disclose it. The Ninth

Circuit went so far as to say that, “[w]hat happened here is more akin to active concealment.” Milke, 711

F.3d at 1006 (emphasis added). First, “it was the prosecutor’s ‘duty to learn of any favorable evidence

known to the others acting on the [State’s] behalf in the case, including the police.’” Id. at 1006 (quoting

Kyles v. Whitley, 514 U.S. 419, 437-38 (1995)). Moreover, “[t]he state is charged with the knowledge

that there was impeachment material in Saldate’s personnel file.” Id. at 1016.1 “After all, the state

eventually produced some of this evidence in federal habeas proceedings and has never claimed that it

could not have disclosed it in time for Milke’s trial.” Id. Finally, all of the cases involving Saldate’s

misconduct were handled by MCAO. “The prosecutor’s office no doubt knew of [Saldate’s] misconduct

because it had harmed criminal prosecutions.” Id. Yet, the State continued to conceal that impeachment

evidence from Ms. Milke. As fully detailed in the fact section of this motion, some of the cases involving

Saldate’s misconduct were going on even as Ms. Milke was fighting for her life preparing for sentencing,

yet these were still not disclosed to the defense. Id. at 1017. As evidenced by the number of cases it

handled involving Detective Saldate, MCAO was “intimately familiar with Saldate’s pattern of

misconduct. Yet, no one saw fit to disclose [these] instances of Saldate’s misconduct to Milke’s lawyer.”
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Id.

The Ninth Circuit specifically points to the failure to disclose the report showing Saldate was suspended

for misconduct involving a female motorist. “The report was clearly available to the state and it

unquestionably constituted Brady and Giglio evidence of the most egregious kind, yet the state

suppressed it for more than a decade.” Id. at 1007. “The state offers no excuse for failing to turn over the

report before the trial, nor can we imagine any legitimate reason for this failure. After all, the state did

finally produce it when forced to turn over Saldate’s personnel files by order of the district court.” Id. Ms.

Milke had persistently attempted to force the State to turn over Saldate’s files for impeachment and

potential exculpatory evidence. The prosecution had an obligation to review the files and determine if

they contained anything that would rise to the level of Brady and Giglio information. Id. at 1016 (quoting

United States v. Henthorn, 931 F.2d 29, 31 (9th Cir. 1991)). Instead, it fought Milke’s request from the

time of trial throughout her appeals process.

1 That is because “the prosecutor is charged with knowledge of any Brady material of which the

prosecutor’s office or the investigating police agency is aware.” Id. at 1012. Not many opinions showcase

the second Pool factor more clearly than this one. The Ninth Circuit literally scolded MCAO over its

“cavalier attitude” toward its constitutional duty to disclose impeachment evidence. Milke, 711 F.3d at

1016. The Ninth Circuit even ordered the clerk to send copies of its Opinion to the U.S. Attorney’s Office

and U.S. Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division, “for possible investigation into whether Saldate’s

conduct, and that of his supervisors and other state and local officials, amounts to a pattern of violating

the federally protected rights of Arizona residents.” Id. at 1019-20 (emphasis added). After reading the

Opinion, one can only conclude that “state and local officials” refers primarily to officials within MCAO.

The misconduct by the State was not mere accident, ignorance of the law, or mistake. It was intentional

concealment of crucial impeachment evidence that, as discussed below, very likely could have changed

the outcome of this case and kept Ms. Millke from serving 23 years in prison for a crime she did not

commit. The second Pool/Minnitt factor is inescapably satisfied.

3.

The State’s Intentional And Improper Conduct Has Caused Ms. Milke Extreme Prejudice Which Cannot

Be Cured By A Retrial. Jeopardy “attached on selection of the jury” in Ms. Milke’s first trial. Jorgenson,

198 Ariz. at 391, 10 P.3d at 1178. Ms. Milke had a “right to a fair trial to a conclusion before that

impaneled jury.” Id. “Concealment of a prosecutor’s serious misdeeds throughout the trial should not

expose the defendant to multiple trials. ‘This is exactly what the double jeopardy provision was intended

to prevent.’” Minnitt, at 439, 55 P.3d at 782 (quoting Jorgenson, 198 Ariz. at 392, 10 P.3d at 1179)).

Here, the concealed misconduct of the prosecution has already cost Ms. Milke over 23 years of her life.

This is without doubt an extreme level of prejudice, which cannot be cured by a retrial. This Court has

acknowledged that the “only direct evidence linking the Defendant to the crimes is the Defendant’s

alleged confession to Saldate.” (9/5/13 MEO Ruling at 1). As the Ninth Circuit emphasized, “the

confession was only as good as Saldate’s word, as he’s the only one who claims to have heard Milke

confess and there’s no recording, written statement or any other evidence that Milke confessed.” Milke,

711 F.3d at 1019.

Because Milke’s guilt or innocence hinged singularly on this “swearing contest” created by Saldate, “[i]t’s
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hard to imagine anything more relevant to the jury’s—or the judge’s–determination whether to believe

Saldate than evidence that Saldate lied under oath and trampled the constitutional rights of suspects in

discharging his official duties.” Id. Yet, due to the prosecution’s knowing concealment, the jury in 1990

was left to decide the credibility battle between Milke and Saldate without this critical impeachment

evidence.

As the Ninth Circuit explained, this manipulation of the evidence severely prejudiced Ms. Milke:

Even if a single juror had found Saldate untrustworthy based on the documentation that he habitually lied

under oath or that he took advantage of women he had in his power, there would have been at least a hung

jury. . . .The prosecution did its best to impugn Milke’s credibility. It wasn’t entitled, at the same time, to

hide the evidence that undermined Saldate’s credibility.

Milke, 711 F.3d at 1019.

The fact that Saldate also habitually violated Miranda and typically confronted suspects alone without a

tape recorder, were also highly relevant to Ms. Milke’s claims that her request for counsel was ignored,

and that Saldate had no intention of recording her interrogation. These were central issues in Ms. Milke’s

first trial and suppression hearing, and the prosecution’s withholding of the evidence showing Saldate’s

modus operandi in the interrogation context also severely prejudiced Ms. Milke’s ability to prove that he

acted in conformance with his pattern in her case.

Here we are now, 23 years later. A retrial of Ms. Milke again depends on the credibility of Saldate and his

(purposefully) uncorroborated claim that she“confessed.” Ms. Milke was denied the opportunity to

properly cross-examine Saldate during her initial trial because of the State’s intentional and wrongful

withholding of critical impeachment evidence. Unfortunately, it has already become clear that the State is

again doing everything within its power to prevent Ms. Milke from, among other things, having a full and

fair suppression hearing at which Saldate can be fully cross-examined with the impeachment evidence

that should have been disclosed to her 23 years ago. 2 It is bad enough that the State wants to retry Ms.

Milke after its concealed misconduct led to her having to already serve 23 years in prison, most on death

row. It is even worse that the State wants to re-engage in the same credibility battle with an important part

of it (the suppression hearing) pre-determined in its favor, and using its own twisted “re-interpretation” of

Saldate’s misconduct in defiance of the controlling Ninth Circuit Opinion. This is the same sort of

manipulation of the evidence that occurred in Ms. Milke’s first trial and is akin to the pattern of

misconduct found in Minnitt, 203 Ariz. at 339, 55 P.3d at 782. As the Ninth Circuit agreed, “egregious

misconduct occurs where the prosecutor’s manipulation of evidence is likely to have an important effect

on the jury’s determination.” Milke, 711 F.3d at 1005 (citing Donnelly v. DeChristoforo, 416

U.S. 637, 647 (1974)). The State’s misconduct in this case was, and still is, egregious and casts serious

doubt on the ability of Milke to ever receive a fair trial. So far, this egregious conduct cost Ms. Milke

over 23 years of her life that she will never get back. The State should not be allowed to retry her based

upon the same tainted and unreliable testimony of Detective Saldate, when its egregious misconduct has

already severely prejudiced her, and especially where it intends to repeat the manipulation of evidence

that resulted in her receiving an unfair trial in the first place.

IV. CONCLUSION
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The knowing and intentional misconduct by the Maricopa County Attorney’s Office deprived Ms. Milke

of a fair trial, resulting in her conviction being overturned after having served over 23 years in prison.

Under Pool and Minnitt, Milke’s case must be dismissed and a retrial barred under the Double Jeopardy

Clause of the Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution and Art. II, § 10 of the Arizona Constitution

2 Indeed, the State contends Milke is not entitled to a new suppression hearing at all. (Response to

Motion to Suppress at 19-21). It is thus already clear that the prosecution still has no intent to help ensure

that Ms. Milke receives a fair suppression

hearing and trial this time around.

DATED this 30th day of October, 2013.

KIMERER & DERRICK, P.C.

By /s/ Lori L. Voepel (w/permission for)

Michael D. Kimerer

1313 East Osborn, Suite 100Phoenix, Arizona 85014

JONES, SKELTON & HOCHULI, P.L.C.

By /s/ Lori L. VoepelLori L. Voepel2901 North Central Avenue, Suite 800Phoenix, Arizona 85012

Attorneys for Defendant Debra Jean Milke

ORIGINAL electronically filed this 30th dayof October, 2013.

COPY mailed this 30th day of October,

2013, to:

Vince H. Imbordino

MARICOPA COUNTY ATTORNEY’S OFFICE

301 W. Jefferson, 8th FloorPhoenix, Arizona 85003-2151Attorneys for Plaintiff

/s/ Ginger Stahly
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http://www.abc15.com/dpp/news/region_phoenix_metro/central_phoenix/debra-milke-update-hearing-set

-for-womans-retrial-in-sons-death

Reporter: http://www.abc15.com/dpp/about_us/staff/angie-holdsworth

   

http://www.azcentral.com/news/arizona/articles/20130923milke-retrial-hearing-set-2015.html

Judge: I'm asking his attorney if you could update me.

Rebus: My advice is that I advised Mr Saldate that, uh,,he should take his, there is a risk, that he should assert his 5th amendment privilege.

He has told me that he, err, accepts that advice and will err, assert his 5th amendment privilege.
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Debra Milke is innocent | What the appeal court said | Motive | Affidavit September 1995 by Dr.

Leonardo Garcia-Bunuel, M.D. | Ground report articles 

Follow Debra Milke News on Twitter or Facebook

Debra Milke is innocent

Update 30 June, 2014 Dan Abrams says "I cannot imagine a conviction".

Latest Update: http://www.abc15.com/dpp/news/national/Debra-Milke-update-Double-jeopardy-arguments-heard-in-sons-killing-case

Opinion: We’ve got nothing on Debra Milke By Editorial board The Republic | azcentral.com Fri Sep 13, 2013 5:03 PM

This website is about the case of Debra Milke - a survivor of domestic violence against her son and herself, who was falsely convicted of being complicit in her son's murder.

Alex Janka & Debra Milke 09/89 In September 1989 Debra's mother Renate Janka and her husband

Alex came to Arizona, visiting their daughter. Here is a snapshot of that time, Debra together with

step-father Alex. Does Debra look like someone was so distraught that she wanted her son killed? The

horrible tragedy happened only two months after this photo was taken.

Once evidence illegally manufactured by serial liar/abuser Saldate is excluded, there is no case, and a

completely ridiculous unbelievable motive.

Which is more likely : Saldate is a corrupt cop or Debra is a "witch" - contrary to every precedent in the

history of crime, a woman who murders her own child for no good reason?

"Saldate .. a police officer with a long history of misconduct that includes lying under oath as well as

accepting sexual favors in exchange for leniency and lying about it." according to the appeal ruling

reversing her conviction.

It is proven that Saldate is a corrupt cop. The alternative is completely impossible. Debra had no record of

violence, and she loved her son. She would never have harmed him.

Debra Milke is innocent. For the detail and proof of how and why Saldate framed Debra see what

happened.
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What the appeal court said

http://cdn.ca9.uscourts.gov/datastore/opinions/2013/03/14/07-99001%20web%20-%20corrected.pdf

"In effect, Saldate turned the interrogation room into a black box, leaving us no objectively verifiable

proof as to what happened inside. All we have are the conflicting accounts of a defendant with an

obvious reason to lie and a detective whose disdain for lawful process is documented by one instance

after another of lying under oath and other misconduct. No civilized system of justice should have to

depend on such flimsy evidence, quite possibly tainted by dishonesty or overzealousness, to decide whether to take someone’s life or liberty. The Phoenix Police Department and Saldate’s supervisors there should be ashamed of having given free rein to a lawless cop to misbehave again and again, undermining the integrity of the system of justice they were sworn to uphold. As should the Maricopa County Attorney’s Office,

which continued to prosecute Saldate’s cases without bothering to disclose his pattern of misconduct."

Debra attending hearing on 23 September 2013

"Indeed, given Saldate’s long history of trampling the rights of suspects, one wonders how Saldate

came to interrogate a suspect 

 in a high-profile murder case by himself, without a tape recorder or a witness. And how could an

interrogation be concluded, and a confession extracted, without a signed Miranda waiver? In a quarter

century on the Ninth Circuit, I can’t remember another case where the confession and Miranda

waiver were proven by nothing but the say-so of a single officer. Is this par for the Phoenix Police

Department or was Saldate called in on his day off because his supervisors knew he could be counted on

to bend the rules, even lie convincingly, if that’s what it took to nail down a conviction in a high-profile case?"

"I would therefore set aside Milke’s conviction on the separate ground that it relied on an

illegally-obtained confession that probably never occurred, 

and bar use of the so-called confession during any retrial of Milke."

Motive

In closing prosecutor Noel Levy argued:

"Now, as she told Detective Saldate, the reason that she decided to have her son killed is for this reason: She didn't want him to grow up to be like Mark Milke. And it isn't that she didn't love the child, it's that God would take care of

the child. She would simply have this child's life ended, having prejudged him, have him terminated, and then he would go up to heaven and God would take care of him.."

That is not remotely plausible. Fear that your son might grow up to resemble his father is not a motive for

murder.

Affidavit September 1995 by Dr. Leonardo Garcia-Bunuel, M.D.

"By the time Debra went to trial she had developed a strong faith/belief that she would not be found guilty. In my twenty-one years of dealing with people facing death penalty or life imprisonment sentences, I have not seen a reaction like Debra's unless the person was convinced they were innocent."
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Ground report articles

Please see also these Ground Report articles on the case:

Debra Milke – Closing argument

Debra Milke – the lies of Jim Styers
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Jim Styers

Jim Styers refused to talk to police without an attorney.

To this day he refuses to talk ( he testified briefly at his own trial, but this was self-serving lies, see 

Timothy Ring ), he never made a full public confession.

He was convicted of child abuse.

Jim Styers was the instigator - see What happened.

State of mind

Jim Styers was an unemployed Vietnam veteran on a small government pension, he was receiving psychiatric treatment and was under heavy medication.

Jim Styers had "survivor guilt," memories of how he'd had to shoot women and children in case they were wired with explosives to kill him.

He had been thrown from a jeep, landing on his head and suffering brain damage that put him in a coma for months.

On coming round he'd forgotten not only who he was but also how to walk and talk.

Months of rehabilitation had followed before he was able to return to civilian life, permanently psychologically disabled.

Source: http://www.debbiemilke.com/en/media/truecrime2013.shtml#.UeTkW41wqgZ

Mitigation

After his experiences in Vietnam, perhaps he was given insufficient support.

Jim Styers is not innocent, he murdered a child, a terrible crime. It was premeditated, extreme domestic

violence.

But he was receiving psychiatric treatment and was under heavy medication.

Damaged war veterans deserve sympathy - they may have made a heinous, terrible mistake, but it is

clearly due to the psychological damage they incurred in the war.

Did society at large support Styers adequately during the Vietnam war and after he was discharged?

He did at least refuse to implicate Debra, even if he would not help her through fear of implicating himself further.

He did apparently plan to tell the truth once his own execution was unavoidable ( see Timothy Ring ).

Is a life sentence (perhaps with the possibility of parole) more appropriate than execution?

That's a question for the people of Arizona.

I am not going to throw stones at someone who suffered terrible psychological injury while fighting

for their country.

Compare with say Jimmy Carter, who dodged the draft. Moral comparisons are hard, I say it is not

for mortals to make these judgements.

Notes
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A recent Pentagon report says 3 rapes happen on average every hour in the US military.

The death penalty, plea bargaining and the lack of possibility of parole corrupts the system of

justice.

It is not unusual for "monsters" to fool their partners.
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alex_Kozinski

Chief Judge of the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit

"In effect, Saldate turned the interrogation room into a black box, leaving us no objectively verifiable

proof as to what happened inside. All we have are the conflicting accounts of a defendant with an

obvious reason to lie and a detective whose disdain for lawful process is documented by one instance

after another of lying under oath and other misconduct. No civilized system of justice should have to

depend on such flimsy evidence, quite possibly tainted by dishonesty or overzealousness, to decide

whether to take someone’s life or liberty. The Phoenix Police Department and Saldate’s supervisors

there should be ashamed of having given free rein to a lawless cop to misbehave again and again,

undermining the integrity of the system of justice they were sworn to uphold. As should the

Maricopa County Attorney’s Office, which continued to prosecute Saldate’s cases without

bothering to disclose his pattern of misconduct."

"Indeed, given Saldate’s long history of trampling the rights of suspects, one wonders how Saldate

came to interrogate a suspect in a high-profile murder case by himself, without a tape recorder or a

witness. And how could an interrogation be concluded, and a confession extracted, without a signed

Miranda waiver? In a quarter century on the Ninth Circuit, I can’t remember another case where the

confession and Miranda waiver were proven by nothing but the say-so of a single officer. Is this par for

the Phoenix Police Department or was Saldate called in on his day off because his supervisors knew he

could be counted on to bend the rules, even lie convincingly, if that’s what it took to nail down a

conviction in a high-profile case?"

"I would therefore set aside Milke’s conviction on the separate ground that it relied on an

illegally-obtained confession that probably never occurred, and bar use of the so-called confession

during any retrial of Milke."

http://cdn.ca9.uscourts.gov/datastore/opinions/2013/03/14/07-99001%20web%20-%20corrected.pdf
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Cheryl Hendrix

The Judge in the original trial.

"Personally, I'm glad that Debra Milke is alive and well, and that she is going to get a new trial," 

now-retired Maricopa County Superior Court Judge Cheryl Hendrix told the AP in an interview.

http://www.startribune.com/politics/national/224717372.html?page=all&prepage=2&c=y#continue
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Judge Rosa Mroz

http://www.superiorcourt.maricopa.gov/JudicialBiographies/Judges/judicialBio.asp?jdgID=174&jdgUSI

D=3589

http://www.therobingroom.com/arizona/Judge.aspx?ID=6084
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DISQUS Comments:

//
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Mark Milke

Why does Mark Milke turn against Debra?

1. He is frightened he himself may be suspected.

2. He buys into the publicity that Saldate generates, that Debra was involved.

3. He believed the police and press.

Note: Mark abused drugs and alcohol.

I think we can assume he was also abusive to Debra, given she took legal action.

See http://www.crimefilenews.com/2013/03/who-is-arizona-milke-victim-or-just.html

Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/arizona.milke
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Court Minute Entries Database CR1989012631

Dockets: http://www.superiorcourt.maricopa.gov/docket/CriminalCourtCases/caseSearch.asp with

CR1989-012631

Note: I am marking items in the minutes that are errors or seem questionable [?]like this[/?].

Table of Contents

10Jul2013

17Jul2013

19Jul2013

1Aug2013

30Aug2013

25 October 2001 http://www.courtminutes.maricopa.gov/docs/Criminal/102001/m0460484.pdf

IT IS ORDERED granting the temporary release of the following trial exhibits marked as Plaintiff's

Exhibits 97 (videocassette of 7/19/90 scene previously marked as State's Exhibit 151) 130/191 (cassette

of 12/7/90 Milke presentence), 141 (brown envelope containing cassette tape), 160 (Phoenix Police

Department property identification envelope containing what is purported to be a videotape of Jim Styers'

interview) in the above-entitled action to the custody of the Attorney General's Office for the purposes of

copying such evidence.

4 August 2010 http://www.courtminutes.maricopa.gov/docs/Criminal/082010/m4334547.pdf

The Court has received and considered the State’s Request for Release of Trial Exhibit 130 to Arizona

Attorney General Paralegal Daniel Vidal. Defense having no objection and good cause appearing, IT IS ORDERED that Trial Exhibit 130 shall be released to

Arizona Attorney General paralegal, Daniel Vidal, for the purpose of allowing Mr. Vidal to make a duplicate copy of Trial Exhibit 130, and for Trial Exhibit 130 to be returned to the Clerk’s Office within five days of its release all in accordance with formal written order signed by the Court on August 3, 2010 and filed by the Clerk on August 4, 2010.

10Jul2013

10 July 2013 http://www.courtminutes.maricopa.gov/docs/Criminal/072013/m5848613.pdf

The Court has received and reviewed the State’s Notice of Intent to Retry Defendant. The United States

District Court for the District of Arizona having granted the Defendant’s Petition for Habeas Corpus, and

the State of Arizona having indicated its intent to retry the Defendant and continue in its intent to seek the

death penalty,
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IT IS ORDERED assigning the matter for all further proceedings consistent with the orders of the Federal Courts to the Honorable Rosa Mroz.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED setting a Status Conference on July 17, 2013 at 11:00 a.m. before Judge Mroz.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Defendant be held without bond pending trial of the matter.

LET THE RECORD REFLECT a separate minute entry to issue for transport of the Defendant from the Department of Corrections.

10 July 2013 http://www.courtminutes.maricopa.gov/docs/Criminal/072013/m5848332.pdf

ORDER SECURING ATTENDANCE OF PRISONER

IT IS ORDERED that the Arizona Department of Corrections, release to the custody of the Maricopa County Sheriff's Office, or any county sheriff's office within the state of Arizona, DEBRA J. MILKE, 083533, date of birth: MARCH 10, 1964, for purposes of transportation for hearing on JULY 17, 2013 AT 11:00 A.M. before JUDGE MROZ.

17Jul2013

17 July 2013 http://www.courtminutes.maricopa.gov/docs/Criminal/072013/m5865925.pdf

STATUS CONFERENCE

IT IS ORDERED appointing Michael Kimerer as lead Defense counsel with Lori Voepel as Second Chair.

In anticipation of Defense counsel’s Motion to Modify Release Conditions,

IT IS ORDERED setting a Simpson Hearing on 08/01/2013 at 1:30 p.m. in this division.

In anticipation of Defense counsel’s Motion to Suppress Confession,

IT IS ORDERED setting Oral Argument/Evidentiary Hearing on 08/30/2013 at 9:00 a.m. in this division.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED setting Trial Management Conference on 09/23/2013 at 8:30 a.m. and Trial on 09/30/2013 at 1:30 p.m. in this division.

Based on the Court’s disclosure of prior work history, The parties are directed to file a Notice of Change

of Judge no later than 07/22/2013, if any issues exist requiring said Motion. 

Defense counsel is further directed to file a Motion as soon as possible, and prior to next court date, if

they find a Motion to Disqualify the Maricopa County Attorney’s Office is warranted.

With the agreement of the parties, 

IT IS ORDERED that no time be excluded. LAST DAY REMAINS: 10/07/2013.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED affirming prior custody orders

19Jul2013

19 July 2013 http://www.courtminutes.maricopa.gov/docs/Criminal/072013/m5866590.pdf

ORDER SIGNED APPOINTING COUNSEL ( HONORABLE JOSEPH C. WELTY )
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The Court has received and reviewed Defendant’s Motion for Appointment of Michael Kimerer and Lori

Voepel as Lead and 2nd Chair Counsel in the Trial Representation of Debra Jean Milke.

Good cause appearing, 

IT IS ORDERED granting Defendant’ s motion and appointing Michael Kimerer and Lori Voepel as Counsel for Debra Milke for all further proceedings in this matter.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED pursuant to A.R.S. §§ 13-13-4013(A) and 13-4041(A), Counsel shall be paid reasonable attorney’s fees in the amount of $170.00 per hour and costs shall be reimbursed in accordance with A.R.S. §§ 13-4013, 13-4041 and 13-4043; Ariz. R. CrimP. Rule 601.

All in accordance with the formal written order signed by the Court on July 18, 2013 and filed (entered)

by the Clerk on July 19, 2013.

1Aug2013

1 August 2013 http://www.courtminutes.maricopa.gov/docs/Criminal/082013/m5884458.pdf Michael K. Jeanes, Clerk of Court * Electronically Filed * 08/05/2013 8:00 AM

[ Parties ]

SIMPSON HEARING CONTINUED/RE: DEFENDANT’S MOTION TO SET BAIL

1:38 p.m.;  Courtroom 7D - SCT ; State's Attorney: Vince Imbordino; Defendant's Attorney: Michael Kimerer & Lori Voepel; Defendant: Present; Court Reporter, Leisel Baker, is present.

A record of the proceeding is also made by audio and/or videotape.

Court advises parties that the Court found out about the Defendant’s Motion to Disqualify Maricopa County Attorney’s Office as Prosecuting Agency in This Case from reading it on azcentral.com on July 31, 2013, and notes that the story in azcentral.com was posted at 5:02 p.m. The actual

Motion was not filed with the Court until [?]7:32 p.m.[/?] The Court admonishes the parties that this case will be tried in the courtroom and not in the media. The Court gives a warning that if the parties are going to continue to try the case in the media, the Court is inclined to issue a gag order to the attorneys in order to preserve the fairness of the trial process.

Discussion held regarding the Simpson hearing set for today.

Defense is not willing to waive any conflict as stated in their Motion to Disqualify MCAO to proceed with the hearing. 

Accordingly, the Simpson hearing cannot be held until the Motion to Disqualify MCAO is resolved.

The Court advises the parties that it has already read all of the materials provided. 

Preliminarily, the Court finds that

1. the original trial held in 1990 does not take the place of a Simpson hearing because a lot has transpired between 1990 and today;

2. a Simpson hearing is necessary; the Court is inclined to review the documents and transcripts as the evidence for the Simpson hearing rather than take live testimony;

3. the Ninth Circuit opinion in this case is the law of the case; and

4. the determination to be made in the Simpson hearing is inextricably intertwined with the issues that will be addressed at the evidentiary hearing on the Defendant’s Motion to Suppress Confession.

 Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED that the Simpson hearing shall take place on August 30, 2013 at 9:00a.m., to be heard in conjunction with the Evidentiary Hearing on Defendant’s Motion to Suppress Confession. The parties are to reserve September 3, 2013 and September 4, 2013, from 1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. to conclude the Evidentiary Hearing and Simpson Hearing. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that if there are transcripts that the parties want this Court to review, that they try to designate the relevant page numbers for the Court to consider and deliver these documents in advance of the

August 30, 2013 date.

Discussion held with respect to the Defendant’s Motion to Disqualify MCAO.

IT IS ORDERED that a Response shall be filed by August 12, 2013. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that a Reply shall be filed by August 21, 2013.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED setting Oral Argument on the Defendant’s Motion to Disqualify MCAO for August 23, 2013 at 3 p.m. If Mr. Imbordino has a conflict with this schedule, he shall immediately notify the Court. The back-up date for the Oral Argument is August 22, 2013 at 11:00 a.m
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Discussion held regarding what is left to be done in the case.

The State plans to file a Motion to obtain DNA samples from the Defendant, defendant Scott and defendant Styers. The State represents that counsel for defendant Scott does not object and that counsel for defendant Styers does object. The defense states it will not stipulate to the request. 

IT IS ORDERED that the defense shall file a Response within 7 calendar days from the time the State files the Motion to obtain DNA samples stating their position. If they do not object, they can simply notify the Court via email to this division’s judicial assistant, Sandra Nageotte, at nageottes@superiorcourt.maricopa.gov.

Discussion held regarding the disclosure of witnesses.

IT IS ORDERED that the State shall disclose the specific witnesses it plans to call at the trial by August 23, 2013, and designate which of the three phases of the trial the State intends to call each witness.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defense shall disclose the specific witnesses it plans to call at the trial by September 6, 2013, and designate which of the three phases of the trial the State intends to call each witness.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that all interviews shall be completed by September 20,2013.

The Court will provide a basic jury questionnaire to the parties by September 13, 2013.

IT IS ORDERED that the parties shall submit their proposed amendments to the Court’s jury questionnaire by September 20, 2013.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the parties shall reserve the entire week of September 23, 2013 to finalize any pending issues in preparation of the trial. Discussion held regarding the State’s Motion to Release Exhibit. No objection by the Defense.

Based on the State’s Motion and good cause appearing,

IT IS ORDERED that the Clerk’s Office temporarily release the following exhibit(s) to Detective Michael Meislish (Maricopa County Attorney’s Office) and return on completion of testing:

1. Date of hearing: 1/14/91 Exhibit Number(s): #103-105; #111; #114-119; #124-125; #127

2. Date of hearing: 10/15/90 Exhibit Number(s): #125-126; #171

All in accordance with the formal written Order signed by the Court.

FILED: State’s Motion to Release Exhibit; Order.

The defense requests that the Court order MCSO to allow the Defendant to have at least a weekly telephonic contact with her mother who is ill with cancer. The Court instructs the defense to contact MCSO’s

attorney, Joe Vigil, to work out any issues. If there is no resolution by August 5, 2013, the defense may initiate a telephonic conference with the Court and Mr. Vigil for the Court’s intervention in this matter.

IT IS ORDERED affirming the Final Trial Management Conference date of September 23, 2013 at 8:30 a.m. and the Trial date of September 30, 2013 at 8:30 a.m. in this division.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that no time be excluded. LAST DAY REMAINS: October 7, 2013.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED affirming prior custody orders.

2:10 p.m. Matter concludes.

1 August http://www.courtminutes.maricopa.gov/docs/Criminal/082013/m5884474.pdf 

Michael K. Jeanes, Clerk of Court * Electronically Filed * 08/05/2013 8:00 AM

[ Parties ]

MINUTE ENTRY

The Court has reviewed the Defendant’s Notice of Clarification of Record re: Filing of Motion to Disqualify. The Court misread the e-file certification. The Motion for Clarification was filed at 3:07:32 p.m. and the Court apologizes to

the parties for misstating the record at the hearing held on [?]July 31, 2013 [/?]. 

The Court remains concerned that the integrity and fairness of this trial will be affected by the parties attempt to try this case in the media, rather than in the courtroom where it belongs.
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The Court asks that the parties be circumspect. It is not just the Court’s duty to protect the integrity and fairness of the judicial process; it is also the attorneys’ duty as well.

30Aug2013

http://www.courtminutes.maricopa.gov/docs/Criminal/082013/m5928053.pdf
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and rulings, responses etc.

Motion to disqualify Maricopa County Attorney's office as prosecuting agency

http://www.scribd.com/doc/163487091/Debra-Milke-Ruling-on-prosecutor-disqualificationCR1989-0126

31A-926-08262013

168084994-Saldate-Report-page1.pdf

168085001-Saldate-report-page-2.pdf

http://www.scribd.com/doc/180882651/MILKE-Motion-to-Dismiss-on-Double-Jeopardy-10-30-13-pdf

or DebraDoubleJeopardyMotion.pdf

or http://debra-milke.wikispaces.com/DoubleJeopardyMotion

StateMemo30Oct

Milke-Motion-to-Dismiss.pdf

http://debramilke.webs.com/ResponseModifyReleaseConditions.pdf State's response to modify conditions

of release.

Saldate26Feb2014.pdf
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Follow Debra Milke News on Twitter

What happened?

What were the respective roles of Roger Scott and Jim Styers ?

Summary: Jim Styers lied to Roger Scott, Saldate bought the lie.

Motive for infanticide

It's best to start with motive : who had a genuine, credible, primary motive to murder Christopher?

This was infanticide

"Infanticide caused by sexual conflict has the general theme of the killer (often male) becoming the new sexual partner of the victim's parent, which would otherwise be unavailable" ( also think of the Cuckoo ). This is an extreme and unusual form of domestic violence. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infanticide_(zoology)

There has to be a strong primary motive. It has to be sexual.

It's Jim Styers. He was sexually infatuated with Debra, and Christopher is in the way.

Debra is leaving - she is getting her own place. Jim Styers is losing control over Debra, he wants Debra enough to kill Christopher.

Either as a mother for his own child and/or as a mother for more of his own children. Debra was very desirable to him.

With Christopher gone, Debra becomes available, her reason for leaving (distrust of Jim Styers re Christopher ) is eliminated.

Jim Styers is cunning enough to conceal his murderous thoughts ( perhaps they only take hold when he is frustrated that Debra is leaving ), although his friend Roger Scott knows he dislikes Christopher.

Sex is a pretty strong motive. Child abuse, even murder of "step" children is common.

This is a basic "animal" instinct - the urge to reproduce, to favour one's own genes, favour your own children. Some people will use violence to achieve this ( as in rape ).

Debra is leaving : this is domestic violence. Jim Styers murders Christopher to exert control over Debra, he wants her as a sexual partner or as a mother for his own child

Humans unfortunately sometimes act like animals, especially when they have suffered severe psychological trauma, and/or are under heavy medication mixed with alcohol, as in this case, when normal human empathy is suppressed or distorted. See Jim Styers for details.

There is nobody else with a credible motive. This was not a random killing, it was a carefully

planned murder, with a planned alibi. Planned by Jim Styers.

Evidence against Jim Styers:

(1) Jim Styers made the false missing person report. He is the manipulator.

(2) Jim Styers refused to speak to the police. This can signify innocence, but we know full well Styers

was/is not innocent.

This is further evidence that Styers was/is the instigator. He is relatively smart and cunning. He devised

the plan. He was prepared for when the police called.
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(3) See Timothy Ring Jim Styers told Timothy Ring "if I come up and say anything now, that’s just guaranteeing my own execution".

Detail

Perhaps Jim Styers misinterprets what Debra says "That she just had to get away from him and she just wasn't cut out to be a mother ..."

Perhaps Jim Styers hears what he wants to hear, he somehow thinks he is doing Debra a favour. Jim Styers instinctively wants Christopher out of the way, so Debra can be his partner.

Perhaps Jim Styers justifies it to himself, I don't think Jim Styers really thought Debra wanted her son killed.

Regardless, he decides to kill Christopher and make out that Christopher is missing ( possibly with suspicion falling on Mark Milke ).

Jim Styers recruits Roger Scott, telling him that Debra wants her son killed, and Scott buys it (low IQ).

He is to be paid just $250.

Perhaps he wants to involve Roger Scott, because Roger already knows Jim never liked Christopher, it will help keep him quiet about this.

Perhaps he wants to set up an alibi.

Perhaps Jim Styers had some hold over Roger Scott - they were long term friends.

But it all rapidly went wrong when Roger Scott confessed under pressure from Saldate.

However Roger Scott's statement was misinterpreted by Saldate, who also bought Jim Styers'

original suggestion to Roger Scott.

Both Roger Scott and Saldate are gullible, they believe Debra could have wanted her son to be

killed, they don't suspect Jim Styers of planting this lie.

It's possible both Roger Scott and/or Jim Styers have knowledge of other crimes that prevent them testifying against each other.

Jim Styers has long history of failed relationships with women - typical DV abuser profile.

Undoubtedly due to experiences in Vietnam, military service unfortunately produces many abusers - emotionally damaged men, who have trouble forming stable relationships with women.

The main point

Jim Styers told or suggested to Roger Scott that Debra wanted Christopher killed, as a lever to get his

co-operation. But it was not true.

Everything points to Jim Styers being the mastermind, the manipulator.

Update: see  Roger Scott tape for partial transcript of Roger Scott's interview.

This confirms that Jim Styers told Roger Scott that Debra wanted Christopher dead. Jim Styers lied to Roger Scott.

See also

Jim Styers

Saldate Misconduct.
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http://groundreport.com/debra-milke-the-lies-of-jim-styers/

AlternateTheory

Narrative
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Narrative

( Scene 1 : Jim Styers has just picked up Roger Scott, Chris is in the car)

Jim to Roger: "Why don't we go and do a bit of shooting practice? We can go the mall after"

( Scene 2 : shooting practice, Chris out of earshot )

Jim to Roger: "Between you and me, Debra thinks she is a bad mother, she is worried Chris will grow up to be like Mark."

( Jim has also heard Debra say something like this, so no reason to doubt that )

Jim to Roger: "Debra wants to be rid of Chris. We went out before to Paradise, but it wasn't safe. You just

keep quiet, you will get $250 from the insurance policy."

Scott: "You have to be kidding, what are you talking about? I'm going back to the car".

Jim shoots Chris, 3 shots, returns to the car.

( Scene 3 : back at the car )

Jim to Roger: "It's done. We're going to the mall, I will give you an alibi, just confirm it to the cops if

they ask, that's all you need to do, it's easy. If you don't the cops will never believe you."

See also Motive
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Pre2013 | Early2013 | LateJuly Twitter News Twitter News re case on twitter ( operated by owner of

this site ).

Pre2013

Off with their heads June 26, 2003. Paul Rubin, Phoenix New Times,

Early2013

Bill Montgomery Wants to Retry Debra Milke: Lying Ex-Cop Armando Saldate Monty's Major Handicap

July 10 2013, Stephen Lemons, Phoenix New Times,

"Defense lawyers may have won the battle in Ring, but they're losing the war," says Maricopa County

Attorney Rick Romley, almost gleefully. "You have to be careful about what you wish for sometimes."

Bill Montgomery Doubles Down on Armando Saldate, Debra Milke Denied Bail Pending Trial (For

Now) July 10 2013, Phoenix New Times

Debra Jean Milke Case: Retrial Instead of Release for Mother Accused of Murdering Son Jul 10,

Christian Post

Arizona Will Retry Woman for 1989 Killing July 11 2013, Courthouse News Service

Wild card confession may sway Debra Milke’s murder retrial July 11, By Michael Kiefer, The Republic |

azcentral.com, Thu Jul 11, 2013 10:34 PM

Debra Milke Still Has Shot at Bail, Despite Bill Montgomery's Statements July 11, Phoenix New Times

Debra Milke Has Been Moved From Death Row to The Maricopa County Jail. July 12, Crime file

http://s1294.photobucket.com/user/DebraMilke/media/Deb_CountyJail2_zps7a5fca66.jpg.html July 12 -

Picture of Debra being moved.

One-time convicted murderer back in Phoenix pending possible retrial July 12 - http://www.azfamily.com

Prosecutors prepare for retrial of Ariz. woman July 17 - Arizona Daily Star

Prosecutors prepare for retrial of Arizona woman July 17 - abc15.com

Prosecutors prepare for retrial of Ariz. woman July 17 - Kansas city star
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Judge sets date for new trial July 17 - azcentral

Note: "County Attorney Bill Montgomery has indicated hopes to persuade a trial judge to allow Milke’s

confession into evidence..."

How on earth : this is directly contrary to the appeal ruling

"I would therefore set aside Milke’s conviction on the separate ground that it relied on an

illegally-obtained confession that probably never occurred, and bar use of the so-called confession

during any retrial of Milke."

Timetable is:

Milke’s lead attorney, Michael Kimerer, said he intends to file motions to suppress the Saldate testimony

and to seek bond for Milke.

The bond issue will be argued Aug. 1. The issue of Saldate's testimony will be argued Aug. 30.

The trial has to be started by Oct. 7, or Milke will have to be released from custody, according to the 9th

Circuit Court’s ruling.

She still could be re-tried, however, even if she were released.

Debra Milke case: 2 decades later, retrial set AzCentral.com July 20, 2013, Michael Kiefer. Good detailed

report.

Woman awaiting retrial in son's death seeks bond myfoxphoenix.com July 23, Associated Press. Brief

report, Monday July 22, Debra has asked another judge that she should be released.

LateJuly

Wild card confession may sway Debra Milke’s murder retrial

Major article, with details of Scott's confession, including:

"Then, he gave the chilling details: Scott claimed that ??Milke?? and Styers had taken the boy to the desert near Seventh Street and Beardsley Road in Phoenix one night but did not kill him because they ran into National Guardsmen, possibly on maneuvers. Then, Styers and Scott took the boy to Seventh Street and Paradise Lane in Phoenix on a second occasion but decided there was too much traffic in the neighborhood to pull off the murder."

I don't think Scott made this up. Why would he?

Note: See Who was at Paradise re ??Milke??

Website Creator Says Milke Is Innocent kzz.org, July 23.

".. a German man who created a website proclaiming her innocence is watching closely. Frank Aue says he met Milke in prison in 2000 and does not believe she's a murderer. “I got to know Debra as a very truthful, very upfront person,” Aue said. “Always straight forward, you knew what she wanted. And on that basis, we always got along very well.” Has brief audio of Frank.

Debra Milke awaiting retrial in son's death seeks bond abc15.com, July 24 Associated Press.

Adds that Debra would like to visit her terminally ill mother who's been battling cancer for more than three years.
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Padding End
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Noel Levy was the prosecutor in the original trial in 1990.

I believe he had two death row proven exonerations ( David O. Hyde and Ray Krone ) and misconduct allegations.

http://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2013/04/should-former-prosecutor-noel-levy-face-a-justice-department-

civil-rights-investigation-2508568.html

http://www.debbiemilke.com/en/mjplay/levy.shtml#.Ufo7MY3bPg9 Excellent page.

Note especially:

1. Her sister Sandy was threatened with imprisonment if she did not agree to testify against Debra. So relentless was Noel Levy that Sandy who was pregnant at the time was forced to undergo induced labor to have her baby early, to accommodate Noel Levy's time frame.

2. Debra's mother, who resides in Switzerland, received a frantic call from her daughter Sandy with the message, "Don't come here for the trial; they will put you in jail if you don't testify against Debbie."
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Need to make transcript of Paul Hueble pre-sentencing interview Oct 1990

Styers sneakers/shoes were found : with blood on maybe? Why did he leave them otherwise?
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http://www.tribtown.com/view/story/a35254f17ca34d5595b16ec0a38cd49a/AZ--Son-Killed

http://www.azcentral.com/video/2226786895001

http://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2013/08/it-was-a-bad-day-for-prosecutors-in-debra-milke-case-2539190

.html

Long video, Mark Milke says "circus".

http://ktar.com/22/1655654/Prosecutors-No-political-motives-in-Milke-retrial
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Opinion Articles

Milke should not be retried for son’s murder EJ Montini, azcentral, 11 July, 2013.

Milke’s lessons for Arias (and vice versa) EJ Montini, azcentral, 17 July, 2013. See comments.

Will Debra Milke be Released on Bail After 23 years on Death Row? Paul Hueble, 31 July, 2013.

Debra Milke – the lies of Jim Styers 26 August, 2013.

Debra Milke – Closing argument 30 August 2013.
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Paul Hueble's pre-sentencing interview October 1990

Partial transcript

Officers also found the murder weapon and a pair of sneakers allegedly worn by Styers. Scott says he

only drove the car and Styers was the triggerman. Styers was tried, convicted and sentenced to the gas chamber for his role. In court however, Styers testified that Scott was the trigger man, and that he only made the phony missing report because Scott threatened to kill him if he didn't1

. Roger Scott's trial is now underway in another court and is expected to last several more weeks. News centre 10's ... and I talked with Milke for over an hour and a half in an exclusive jail house interview.

Question: Were you involved in any way or did you give consent to the murder of your son?

Debra: No (softly, shaking her head ).

Notes

1: Not credible.

The phoney report was surely Jim Styers' plan all along.

Scott was not smart enough to have come up with the alibi plan

Jim Styers was in control, manipulating Scott.

Jim Styers' testimony was self-serving lies.
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Perryville corruption

I agree with Jeff [...]. I was going to write all that because it is just shocking. I was in Perryville prison with Milke, as they call her. Everyone said and thought she was a child killer. Worst of the worst in prison.The inmates and the guards. So I thought so too. During R&A (Perryville's holding area until classification) they kept new inmates on the same yard as death row but in different pods. We would see her from our room door window when they would let her out for "exercise" in a cage like a dog. (same kind of cage that a woman died in at Perryville a couple years ago from neglect and heat exposure) Everyone would say...there's Milke! She killed all her kids. So in typical prison gossip fashion, the story had mutated into her having more than one kid and killing them all herself.

Reading all these latest developments is relieving. Prison is awful as it is if you're just there for a drug

crime, like I was, without swirling rumors making this poor woman out to be some kind of monster. In

the time I spent at Perryville, on Lumley and then Santa Maria for 5 years, I saw and heard many things.

Corrupt officers were abundant. Back stabbing women were the usual rule. You couldn't trust anyone. It

was a bad experience, as I'm sure prison is meant to be, but I feel so bad for her. Its tough to be there for

five years with relative freedoms on the minimum yard when you are guilty, I can't IMAGINE being there

the amount of time she has, going through MUCH worse than I did, being innocent. I saw first hand,

several, several instances of misconduct by guards in both county jail and prison in Arizona. Who knows

what has happened to her all these years? I know how the inmates treated her and know there are corrupt

guards there, so I bet she has been treated poorly in ALL the years she's been there.

I would like to say I am shocked by her railroad conviction and subsequent treatment, but living in

Arizona all my life, and having been shoved through the court and prison systems here, unfortunately, I

am NOT shocked that that detective got away with getting her convicted with a fake confession. Take 15

minutes and read Joe Arapio's Wikipedia page and ask yourself HOW does he continue to get re-elected?

If felons were allowed to vote? (another topic I could write a LOT about) He would not be the sheriff. I

know it wasn't "Sheriff Joe" in office when Debra was railroaded, but that's even worse! That shows

Arizona has been corrupt since before "Joe's" reign. I know it sounds like I am ranting, and I may be a bit

and I don't mean to cover all of Arizona and all police and judges; Arizona's justice system with the

corrupt blanket. I just know the side I have seen. In prison the inmates say Arizona is a "Cowboy State",

meaning the cops (and I am sure not ALL of them) are cowboys. Prideful, reckless and out for blood.

Eager to slap a sentence on someone. Lock em UP! That is the attitude and its common knowledge.

There are many fishy convictions in Arizona. I got to know many girls in prison. Most of them, including

me and contrary to public opinion, admit their guilt. You always hear, "Oh everyone in prison SAYS they

are innocent!" That's not true. For Milke to claim innocence all this time, with no contact with other

inmates, no one to impress and nothing to prove to anyone on the yard, speaks volumes. I believe she is

innocent or in the LEAST fast tracked right into guilty and a death sentence.

Who has heard of a veteran detective taking a confession in a child murder case in half an hour with no

recording going on? Watch an episode of Dateline or 48 hours, they show 2 detectives in the room. Audio

and video recording going on. 9 hours, 20 hours of going over and over the evidence and what has been

said. Confessions typed up and signed. Standard OP. But this stellar detective got 3 confessions in an

hour? Uh-huh. Also, typically, people held in country jail on a murder charge are fighting their cases for 4

years or so before actual trial! I read Debra was sentenced within a year or something crazy like that. Also

given a DUI public defender? Really? I also read this "star" closer detective was called in on his day off

to come save the day and while he was alone in the room with Debra taking her "confession" that she

hadn't signed a Miranda waiver? To me, just reading these few facts about her case, before I dug deeper,

that those things alone were extreme enough to get her a new trial. Inadequate council. Miranda...all of it.

Sounds and is ludicrous.
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In the 5 years I was at Perryville on a drug charge, at one point I had an 18 year old thug roomate.

Illiterate. Poor upbringing. Bad family life. She had stolen her moms truck to go out partying with 2 of

her female cousins. They were drinking. She flipped the truck, totaled it, killed one of her cousins and

severely injured herself and her other cousin. How many crimes is that? Grand theft auto. Underage

drinking. Drinking and driving. Manslaughter. And whatever charge it is called when you destroy a

vehicle you have stolen and the other charge of injuring her other cousin. Reckless endangerment

probably. She got sentenced to 2.5 years. That's it! There I sat sentenced to 10 years alltogether, for

possession and paraphernalia running concurrent so I served 5, and she did ALL that and got 2.5? This

shocked me every day I looked at her. The courts reasoning for the light sentence was because of her

childhood and illiteracy. What is wrong with our justice system?

And Milke sits there all these years from a crooked cops false confession?

And guess what? That roommate I was just talking about? She ended up doing the rest of her time in the

hole. Why you ask? Oh! Well that would be because one of the correction officers was having sex with

her best friend and so to get my roommate not to tell, this officer brought my roommate burritos,

McDonalds, makeup, and some vodka. Since she was acting strangely on the yard another officer

approached her and discovered she had been drinking and searched our room. That is when they pulled

the alcohol and McDonalds and everything else she had been given by the officer out of our room.

Luckily, I was never in the room. Always at work and school. So I only learned of what was going on

after the fact. She did not get any more charges or more years tacked onto her sentence even though

possessing prison contraband can get you more time. This is just one example of what I saw in the five

years I was there. Again. My point being the Arizona justice system and corrections system is twisted and

dirty. I am glad that Milke is getting out or getting a new trial or at least noticed and believed after all this

time. After having been slammed through the system myself it is good to hear that she is finally getting

the truth out. Once they lock you up there and throw away the key you pretty much have no hope.I

congratulate her for maintaining her innocence and I congratulate the courts for recognizing, finally, the

corruption and unfairness that goes on. Maybe there is light and hope at the end of the tunnel for

Arizona's judicial system.

See also Home
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Man who conducted first interview after Debra Milke's arrest says she's innocent

http://www.myfoxphoenix.com/story/23398775/2013/09/11/debra-milkes-first-interview-from-jail 11

September, updated 16 September.

Interview with Debra's lawyers: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5gM69rwLi3M&feature=youtu.be

Thursday, 12 September, 2013

We’ve got nothing on Debra Milke

http://www.azcentral.com/opinions/articles/20130913weve-got-nothing-debra-milke.html

By Editorial board, The Republic | azcentral.com Friday Sep 13, 2013 5:03 PM

Debra Milke case: Researchers discovered detective's history of misconduct

http://www.myfoxmemphis.com/story/23447616/2013/09/16/debra-milke-case-research-team-discovered

-detectives-misconduct#ixzz2f8cCRR29

By Steve Krafft, FOX 10 News,

Posted: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 12:54 AM GDT Updated: Sep 17, 2013 1:45 AM GDT

Milke retrial judge sends stern message to Montgomery over withholding letter

http://www.azcentral.com/news/arizona/articles/20130917milke-trial-judge-message-montgomery-letter.h

tml

By Michael Kiefer The Republic | azcentral.com Tuesday September 17, 2013 9:41 PM

http://blogs.phoenixnewtimes.com/valleyfever/2013/09/bill_montgomery_scolded_by_deb.php

Here's what Mroz's order says:

The Court has read an article written by J.J. Hensley in the Arizona Republic regarding a press

conference held on September 13, 2013, by Maricopa County Attorney Bill Montgomery about

this case. The Court was surprised to learn that the State has received a letter from federal

prosecutors in late August saying that the statute of limitations had expired on any misconduct by

Saldate. The Court has had hearings in this case in which the very issue of whether Detective

Saldate is being investigated by the Justice Department and whether he needed to have an attorney

was discussed . . .

If the news article is accurate, then the Court finds it curious that the State did not inform this

Court about the federal prosecutors' letter. The State has had numerous opportunities to inform the

Court of this development, including at the September 12, 2013 hearing, which was just the day

before the press conference.
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See also Sempre Libera
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Rick Romley is the previous county attorney for Maricopa, ousted by Bill Montgomery, see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rick_Romley

Romley (also) prosecuted Ray Krone for the murder of Kim Ancona. Krone, who had no prior criminal record, was convicted and sentenced to death. After spending ten years in prison, four on Death Row, Krone was freed after DNA conclusively proved that he was innocent. Romley defended his prosecution of Ray Krone by saying there was "strong circumstantial evidence" of his guilt.

 In response to the conclusive proof that an innocent Ray Krone spent 10-1/2 years in prison, four of which was spent on Arizona's death row, Prosecutor Romley said, "we will try to do better." 

He neglected to mention that the prosecution's concealment of the odontologist's report that cast doubt on Ray's guilt prior to his first trial indicates they may have knowingly prosecuted an innocent man.

 (see: "Twice Wrongly Convicted of Murder - Ray Krone Is Set Free After 10 Years", By Hans Sherrer, Justice Denied Magazine, Vol. 2, Issue 9 )

Message to Rick "we will try to do better" Romley : try reading more and speaking less. Your DP system is a failure. Work out how to fix it.

— geebee2 (@geebee_22) July 13, 2013

Note: also applies to myself - most people do too little reading. I'm working on it.
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Roger Scott

Deputy County Attorney Noel Levy subsequently offered Roger Scott a plea bargain.

The prosecutor promised the confessed co-conspirator that he would recommend a 21-year prison

sentence on a reduced second-degree murder charge in return for testimony during the separate trials of 

Jim Styers and Debra Milke.

http://www.phoenixnewtimes.com/2009-06-11/news/federal-appeals-court-berates-lawyer-turned-superio

r-court-judge-s-work-in-going-to-see-santa-murder-case/

Roger Scott is entitled to a retrial / plea deal on the basis that his counsel was ineffective, he has low IQ

and practically convicted himself.

Not completely innocent, but he was duped by Jim Styers. It's unclear at what point in time he knew Jim

Styers planned to murder Christopher.

He testified (credibly enough) that he didn't believe Jim Styers would go through with it.

His initial confession (before it was twisted/misinterpreted by Saldate) is likely the truth.

Mitigation

Someone who conspires to murder for $250 has to have very low mental capacity, unless he is being

blackmailed.

He refused a plea deal, indicating he himself thought his role was minor.

He may be guilty, and was certainly at the scene of the crime, but this is not worst of the worst even in

worst case.

See also

Roger Scott tape
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Roger Scott tape

From http://www.azcentral.com/news/articles/20130711wild-card-may-sway-milkes-retrial.html

( about 1 minute into the video )

Roger Scott: 

I didn't think Jim would go through with it .. but he did. 

I was driving the car. 

I heard the gun go off three times.

I picked him up, went back to Metro centre and that's when he contacted the

security saying that Christopher was lost.

Police: Did he tell you that Debra Milke, Christopher's mother also wanted

to get rid of him because she couldn't handle him either?

Scott: Yes

This is the whole point : Jim Styers told Roger Scott that Debra wanted to get rid

of Christopher, but Jim Styers lied, Jim Styers manipulated Roger Scott, and then

Saldate bought Jim Styers' lie.

Note, this article details other aspect's of Scott's confession, including

"Then, he gave the chilling details: Scott claimed that Milke1 and Styers had taken the boy to the desert near Seventh Street and Beardsley Road in Phoenix one night but did not kill him because they ran into National Guardsmen, possibly on maneuvers. Then, Styers and Scott took the boy to Seventh Street and Paradise Lane in Phoenix on a second occasion but decided there was too much traffic in the neighborhood to pull off the murder."

I don't think Scott made this up. Why would he? The murder was fully premeditated.

See also: What happened

1This is wrong

It contradicts http://www.debbiemilke.com/en/case/docs/reportrogerscott.shtml

"He said that he and JIM had gone out on several occasions with the intentions of killing the kid but that

he would always talk JIM out of it because he would usually come up with the excuse that there were too

many people around."

See Who was at Paradise. Scott did not say this, he said that Styers had told him this (hearsay). Styers lied.
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http://groundreport.com/debra-milke-the-lies-of-jim-styers/
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http://media2.abc15.com/html/pdf/Milke%20bond%20set.pdf
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Table of Contents

Roger Scott's confession ( not admitted as evidence at Debra's trial )

Christopher found

Scott's statements self-serving

Scott claimed to be the driver

Scott's alleged implication of Debra

The true timeline

Evidence against Jim Styers

Why didn't Saldate order Jim Styers arrest

Everything was based on Scott's self-serving, rambling and impossible statements

Notes

Saldate misconduct

Note: this comes from http://www.debramilke.com, it has been tidied up with titles inserted to improve

readability. 

I do not endorse all of this, I am sure Jim Styers was the instigator, and Roger Scott told the truth,

as he saw it. Text that is wrong/not relevant in brown.

Corrections in blue.

But Jim Styers had deceived him into thinking that Debra wanted Christopher killed.

See notes and What happened,

Roger Scott's confession ( not admitted as evidence at Debra's

trial )

On December 3rd, 1989 at approximately 3.35 p.m. Phoenix citizen Roger Scott confessed that he knew

Christopher Milke, a 4-year-old boy who had disappeared the day before, had in fact been murdered.

Scott started by laying the primary blame for Chris' death on Jim Styers : "Jim killed him." (Jim Styers
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was a long-time friend of Scott and the roommate of Debra Milke, Chris' mother. Jim Styers and Debra -

who were never romantically involved - shared expenses, and Jim Styers watched Chris and his own

2-year-old daughter Wendy while Debra was at work and sometimes in the evening when she went out

with friends). This confession by Scott was told to Detective Armando Saldate. Up to that point, Scott had

denied any knowledge of what had happened to Christopher. He had broken down when the detective

threatened to search the house of Roger Scott's elderly and frail mother, which Roger feared would

kill her.

Christopher found

One central part of Scott's statement was true : Christopher Milke had been shot dead by three bullets to

the head. This was confirmed when Christopher's body was found in a desert wash north of Phoenix. Yet,

as we will see, the rest of Scott's story kept changing as he sought to distance himself from the murder of

Chris. Scott's changes in his story included the belated claim that Debra Milke had been involved in her

son's death. That happened at least sixty, if not ninety minutes after his initial admittance to knowledge

about the crime. And instead of closely examining Roger Scott's story and questioning him about its

many inconsistencies, Saldate uncritically accepted the shifting story Scott told him. The detective and

the rest of the authorities then set out to 'prove' the solution of the case that Scott had given them, even if

real facts had to be ignored or hidden and confirming "evidence had to be manufactured." This confession

of Scott served as a perfect tool for the homicide veteran, who had served 21 years with the Phoenix

Police Department. Because Christopher was later found in a desert area north of Phoenix, this essential

part of Scott's statement was proven to be true.

Scott's statements self-serving

Was Scott to be believed ? Christopher Milke had been shot, as Scott had said, but the rest of Scott's

statements were self-serving. As we can see in the report of Saldate about the interrogation, Roger Scott

tried to talk himself out of the guilt, putting the blame for the murder on Jim Styers. And even before

Roger Scott confessed, police knew (according to the report of Det. R. Jones #3025, Suppl. DR#

89-179406) that Roger was not necessarily a person who could be believed : "I asked Roger to explain the

problem he had on his arrest in Glendale several years ago. Roger indicated that was a long time ago and

at that time he had a drinking problem and really wasn't sure what he had done at the time." Furthermore,

as we also learn listening to Roger Scott's taped-recorded interview with Det. Bob Mills in the evening of

December 3, Roger's statements were anything but coherent and logical in incriminating the other two

individuals, Jim Styers and Debra Milke. And instead of closely questioning Scott about his inconsistent

statements, Det. Mills tried to feed him facts and ask leading questions to help Scott put his story

together. Yet Scott remained completely unable to tell a remotely logical or coherent version about the

alleged participation of Debra.

Scott claimed to be the driver
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Scott's story was that he was solely the driver, only taking a minor part in the crime. But Saldate's report

about this 'confession' reveals a lot more : it tells us that Roger continued to state where the body could be

found, that Jim Styers never liked the kid (Scott was actually the only individual who alleged this) and

that he and Jim had been together on several other occasions, trying to kill Christopher. This

self-serving story sounded as if the murder was pre-planned. After that Scott talked about the purported

preparation of the crime, and how he tried to talk Jim Styers out of that idea. He next described the events

of that particular day (Saturday 2nd, 1989), how he, Jim Styers, and Christopher ran various errands and

ate pizza for lunch. Scott did not mention the boy's mother, Debra Milke, as a part of the crime during all

this time in his original confession. Roger next explained how he - allegedly solely hired as the driver -

behaved at the murder-scene, what he had seen and heard and that Jim Styers had given him the gun after

the boy was killed, telling him to get rid of it, "but that JIM also told him that he could keep it if he

wanted it." Hardly a logical statement involving two other participants in a conspiracy to commit murder.

It was pre-planned, by Styers. The bold passage is not self-serving at all.

Scott's alleged implication of Debra

After all these statements - according to Det. Saldate's own report - Detective Saldate, Det. Bob Mills and

Scott entered a police car at 620 W. Washington and drove to the murder-scene. Only during this drive

Scott suddenly and voluntarily stated : "The baby's mother knew all about the killing and in fact the

only reason that Chris was killed was because the mother wanted it done1." This statement, made by

Scott as he became increasingly anxious about the consequences of his admitted role in the murder, must

have been made sixty to ninety minutes after Scott's initial confession - therefore the time was

approximately 4.45 p.m. Saldate next contacted the police headquarters and told his supervisor about

Scott's new statement ["We then noticed that we needed gas and decided to stop at Cactus Park Briefing

Station to get gas. At this time I called SGT. ONTIVEROS and informed him about the mother's

involvement and he told me that she was now in Florence."]. At that time, either the supervisor ordered

the arrest of Debra Milke and Jim Styers, or Saldate decided to arrest the two on his own [the detective

later made contradictory statements about this point in an interview with Debra's defense attorney and

under oath in court.] The homicide veteran actually made no efforts to investigate or examine the

incriminating allegations Roger Scott made pertaining to Jim Styers and Debra at all. When Jim Styers,

MILLS and Scott returned back from the murder-scene and the Metro Center mall to the police main

station, it must have been approximately 6.15 p.m. The story later claimed by the police authorities and

the prosecution was that Jim Styers refused to talk to the detectives, but that Debra later made a

confession during an interview in Florence.

The true timeline

The truth, indeed, was different. The decision to arrest Jim Styers and Debra must have been made

sometime around 4.45 p.m. [shortly before the dead body of Christopher was found], because according

to the pertinent police records, Det. HAMRICK and Det. DiMODICA left for Florence at 4.50 p.m.. The

reason why the detectives were ordered there was "to learn her [Debra's] exact location to (sic) that Det.
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Saldate could interview her." At least that's what HAMRICK's report states. The proximity from the

police main station to Jim Styers' apartment is roughly a 20, 25 minute drive. The report of Det. T.D.

CAREY reads : "On 12-3-89 at 1717 hrs. suspect Jim Styers was arrested at 7734 N. 12 Street." This

report doesn't reveal any more information. There were certainly some questions and explanations before

the detectives - along with Jim Styers - arrived back at 620 W. Washington [the police main station], and

therefore Jim Styers arrived probably shortly prior to 6.00 p.m. that day [KAREN Jim Styers, JIM's legal

wife who had accompanied him, was interviewed at 6.00 p.m.]. Thirty five minutes later the interview

with Det. R. MILLS commenced, but Jim Styers insisted on an attorney, stating he wouldn't say anything

more. Saldate had no facts or evidence against Jim Styers and Debra Milke, other than Scott's rambling,

disjoined accusations and the dead body of Christopher Milke.

Around the same time, at 6.35 p.m. according to the records, the detectives HAMRICK, DiMODICA and

LT. YOST arrived in Florence, confirming that Debra had just arrived at the Pinal County Sheriff's

Office, together with her acquaintance Janet FROEBE. Pinal County DEPUTY SOULES, who was

ordered to ask Debra to come down to the local jail facility, confirmed in his report and at trial, that he

had no order to arrest Debra and that he left it up to her whether she would ride with him, or prefer to take

a ride with someone else. Also, according to various pertinent trial records, neither HAMRICK nor

DiMODICA or YOST talked with the case leading agent Saldate upon his arrival, yet both 'somehow

knew' that Debra was going to be arrested before Saldate ever met her [see interviews with Janet

FROEBE and MAUREEN SADEIK]. None of the Phoenix detectives spoke with either one of the

women, Debra or Janet FROEBE, before Saldate started his interview. Only SOULES offered them to

stay in the jail dispensary to wait for the arrival of Saldate from Phoenix.

Evidence against Jim Styers

Other than Scott's incoherent and self-serving confession to his participation, the only evidence against

Jim Styers was the false missing person report he had made and there was no evidence at all against

Debra Milke. There was no basis on which to believe Debra had any role in Christopher's death - much

less any foundation to indict and prosecute her. Saldate's ruthless efforts to 'solve' the case resulted in a

helicopter ride to Florence, to 'interview' the boy's mother, 25-year-old Debra Milke. At trial Saldate

claimed using a helicopter was solely a means of transportation, yet as we question that it becomes

apparent how urgent it must have been for Saldate to get to Florence and take things into his own hands.

Upon arriving at the jail dispensary he sent Debra Milke's accompanying acquaintance Janet out of the

room, shut the door and commenced the interrogation. After a 35 minute interview he emerged from the

room. Det. HAMRICK, who had just returned from the property of Debra's family, met Saldate in the jail

facility, but no mention of a 'voluntarily confession' which the young woman had allegedly made to the

homicide veteran. Only three days later, on December 6th, 1989 Phoenix police presented a report about

that interrogation, claiming Debra Milke had confessed to a conspiracy to commit murder. This 'alleged

confession' was later on reproduced over and over in the media and served to convince Debra's own

family members of her role in the crime.
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Why didn't Saldate order Jim Styers arrest

Not only does the timeline prove that two cars left the police main station in Phoenix in order to arrest

both individuals, Jim Styers and Debra Milke. It additionally raises the question why Saldate didn't order

the arrest of Jim Styers after Scott's first statement, still at the police main station. Why - only after Scott

had elongated his accusation and included the young mother - did Saldate either order the arrest of both

individuals or suggested that to his superior ? This coherency depicts that the involvement of a young

woman in the entire situation - most likely grief-stricken upon hearing the news about the death of her son

and inexperienced in her relations with the authorities - would be easy to intimidate and taken by surprise.

And indeed, as the cross-examination at trial had shown Saldate's first words to Debra after Janet had

exited the dispensary room were "We found your son, he was murdered, and you are under arrest." How

much more can a 25-year-old mother in that situation be brutally surprised than this? And in fact, as we

look at other cases where Saldate's demeanor was criticized and harshly reprimanded, it becomes clear

that he had a pattern of ruthlessly taking advantage of people who were injured, traumatized, unconscious

or deeply scared or intimidated.

Everything was based on Scott's self-serving, rambling and

impossible statements

With all of the preceding information, it is proven that the arrest of Jim Styers and Debra Milke was

pre-planned and solely based on Roger Scott's rambling and unbelievable statements. Therefore Saldate

had indeed a motivation to fabricate a confession in order to justify the arrest and indictment of Debra.

His unlawful actions are self-explanatory and close at hand. The 'alleged "confession"', as produced by

Saldate, was his only way to tie both, Jim Styers and Milke to this crime, the only way to 'sandwich' Jim

Styers between Scott's incoherent incrimination and an 'invented "confession"' of Debra to a conspiracy.

No other proof of any participation of these two individuals in this crime ever materialized. No proof

against Debra ever emerged at all; the only true evidence against Jim Styers was his admission in his

letters to Debra that he had been at the murder-scene, along with his false report to police (which he

claimed was out of fear). Just the opposite : the records reveal a lot about proven lies and falsehoods that

had been spread by Saldate, and which were instrumental in achieving an indictment greatly influencing

the reports of the crime in the media. Character assassination, BIG TIME, but no hard facts at all. For

more than twelve years, both - Jim Styers and Debra Milke - have always maintained their innocence. The

case against Debra Milke was nonexistent - a complete fabrication propped up with ruthless tactics and

character assassination that has left her rotting unjustly on death row since 1991. The case against Jim

Styers is also weaker than reported, this is not fully explored here2.

Notes

[1] "The baby's mother knew all about the killing and in fact the only reason that Chris was killed

was because the mother wanted it done"
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Roger Scott was fooled into thinking this by Jim Styers.

[2] This is wrong, Jim Styers was the instigator. See What happened .
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https://twitter.com/debramilke_gb News re case on twitter ( operated by owner of this site ).

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Debra_Milke

Free Debra Milke Facebook Support Site. HIghly recommended.

www.debramilke.com/ Owned by Debra's mother. German and English versions. Webmaster Fr@nkie (

Frank Aue, see News links kzz.org, July 23 )

A lot of good information, incorrect crime theory see  what happened and Saldate Misconduct.

Also ( www . facebook.com/TheDebraMilkeCase )

http://www.injustice-anywhere.org/DebraMilke.html

An account of what took place, based on debramilke.com.

Also discussion.
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The insurance policy

Why the policy is not suspicious

The $5,000 insurance was just a standard part of Debra's social benefit package from her employer. She

was not even aware of it.

From http://www.debbiemilke.com/en/prodeb/thoughts.shtml#.UeNoJ41wqgZ

Fabricated statement

Saldate said: "Roger said that he believes their motivation was a $5,000 life insurance policy ..."

Untrue. In his taped (inadmissible) interview Roger Scott alleged "That she just had to get away from him

and she just wasn't cut out to be a mother ..."

So Saldate fabricated an alternate/extra motive by lying. This would be an aggravating factor, allowing

DP, I think. What a crook.

( Note: it's also possible that Jim Styers also planted this false motive, way to tell would be at what stage

Saldate first alleged this extra motive )

Quite likely Debra did say what Roger alleged : it would be an indication of momentary depression - she

is not thinking of murdering her child, just thinking he might have a better future with his father or some

other relation.

Many young mothers feel a sense of inadequacy at times - especially if their partner is abusive and has

undermined their self-belief, as happened with Debra's ex. Mark.

Every parent wants the best for their child, even if it means ceding custody.

Saldate probably misinterpreted Scott's words - in line with his own twisted deviant sexual predator

psyche. He has no idea of how a loving parent thinks.

Perhaps Scott also misinterpreted what Debra had said as well ( who was "him" - Christopher or Mark ? )

We have a chain of multiple hearsay - meaning will become distorted, as disturbed people (Jim

Styers,Roger Scott,Saldate) misinterpret and distort words. Chinese whispers.

"A lie can travel half way around the world while the truth is putting on its shoes." - Mark Twain.
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Timothy Ring

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ring_v._Arizona

http://murderpedia.org/male.R/r/ring-timothy-stuart.htm

Wild card confession may sway Debra Milke’s murder retrial July 11, By Michael Kiefer, The Republic |

azcentral.com, Thu Jul 11, 2013 10:34 PM

Meanwhile, Styers is sticking to his story that Milke knew nothing about the murder. Timothy Ring contacted Voepel and Kimerer in May. Ring spent time on death row before he was resentenced to life in prison after his landmark Supreme Court decision, which changed the way death penalties are imposed in the U.S.

He had a cell near Styers. According to a transcript of a phone conversation obtained by The Republic, Ring told the attorneys that Styers was considering telling the world that Milke had nothing to do with the murder in his last words before being executed.

Ring was asked why he would wait until the last minute.

The answer, Ring said, was, “ ‘I might do that. You know,’ he goes, ‘but if I come up and say anything now, that’s just guaranteeing my own execution. ... I can’t say anything about her innocence without saying my own guilt.’ ”

Note: Ring has already succeeded in getting his own sentence reduced to life in prison

I can see no reason why in May this year he would lie to Debra's defense attorneys.

Ring's statement seems highly credible to me.

Notes

There is no doubt in my mind that Jim Styers was intending to murder Christopher when he left Debra.

Roger Scott was to help him, establish an alibi. Perhaps he knew too much about Jim Styers real feelings about Christopher.

Jim Styers hoped that the alibi would be sufficient to rule him out of the inquiry, and perhaps Mark Milke would be suspected.
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Story to watch tomorrow, as Arizona continues to torment Debra Milke, a woman who was

unjustly sent to death row. http://t.co/Ynf0JKQoYm

— Simon Marks (@SimonMarksFSN) July 31, 2013

#BillMontgomery Without Milke confession and Roger Scott evidence we would be unable to go

forward. pic.twitter.com/eN1y7LzEXx

— Wendy Halloran (@WendyHalloran12) July 25, 2013

@geebee_22 I would like to believe Milke is not guilty, but I don't. Problem here is prosecutors

and cops who cheat when they don't have to.

— Michael Kiefer (@michaelbkiefer) July 16, 2013

@geebee_22 That is what Milke says. Frankly, the letters they write to each other read like they're

trying to get their stories straight.

— Michael Kiefer (@michaelbkiefer) July 16, 2013

@geebee_22 I doubt it will be. It was transcribed for a court filing, not for publication.

— Michael Kiefer (@michaelbkiefer) July 16, 2013

@ejmontini Can you respond to comments on your article of July 17? Why are you deliberately

creating prejudice against #debramilke ?

— geebee2 (@geebee_22) July 22, 2013

#DebraMilke lawyers file motion for bond. She is not a flight risk, does not possess passport and

would forego applying for one.

— Wendy Halloran (@WendyHalloran12) July 23, 2013
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Det. Mills: You mentioned earlier in our conversation, let me key your memory here a little bit, that Jim

told you that he had taken Christopher out to 7 Street and Paradise or something like that?

Roger Scott: Yes, uh, that was a first location.

Det. Mills: How did you learn about that?

Roger Scott: They had told me.

Det. Mills: Do you remember who told you?

Roger Scott: Jimmy said that uh, he and Debbie were out by 7 Street and Beardsley to start with and

then it was Paradise Road and 7 Street, uh after that uh, we...

Roger Scott: I was there on Paradise and 7 Street.

Det. Mills: You were not along, you were not along on that trip, you're not there, or were you?

Roger Scott: Yeah.

Det. Mills: You were there?

Det. Mills: So the three of you went out there?

Roger Scott: No, just Jim and I.

Roger Scott: No, Debbie had gone with Jim so Jim told me, uh.

Det. Mills: Oh, okay, I thought you said that Debbie was out there.

Det. Mills: On an earlier occasion?

Roger Scott: Yes.

Commentary

Roger Scott does not say Debbie was at Paradise, he says Jim Styers told him that. (So this is hearsay,

only Jim Styers could testify to this)

Again, Jim Styers lied about Debbie wanting Christopher dead.

See also:

Roger Scott tape

http://groundreport.com/debra-milke-the-lies-of-jim-styers/
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